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·UNH may tighten
dorm party rules

'•

Fire Cheif Larry Wahl practices emergency care on Walter Edgecomb during a Hazardous Waste
Detection Training Program yesterday. (Henri Barber photo)

'Disaster' at Pease is a success
By Mary Andrews
Students in the Hazardous
Waste Detection Training
Program participated· in a
simulated disaster yesterday at
Pease Air Force Base.
The simulated location and
nature of the accident was
explained before the exercise
began.
"A 3,500 gallon tanker carrying
a c.hemical of an unknown origin
has jackknifed and rolled over
after apparently trying to avoid a
drunk driver," said Alan Borner,
co-director of the training
program.
T-he accident, according to
Borner, was supposed to happen
on the Newington side of the
General Sullivan Bridge by Great
Bay on Route 4 East.
Borner and William Osgood, the
other co-director of the program,
tried to make the simulated
accident as real as possible in order
to "expose the students to the
. chnical aspects of an incident,
ch as clean-up techniques and
~ re control, as well as familiarize
.them with the socio-political
climate caused by such an
incident."

In trying to make the simulation
as life-like as possible, Jhe codirectors asked all "first-line
·responders," fire and police
officials who in a real emergency
would arrive first on the scene, to
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By Darryl Cauchon .
policy takes effect, Chesney said.
University officials are
Beer balls, equivalent to 56
considering banning punch bowls bottles of beer, are non-returnable
in dorms, according to Assistant containers made of plastic.
Director for Residential Life Scott
Chesney said area coordinators,
Chesney.
hall directors, and resident
The proposal, known as the assistants (RAs) are split in their
"Common Source Policy," wo1,Jld support for the policy.
halt such dorm events as '"trash-can
"I don't think enough discussion
parties" and "around-the-world has taken place as of yet," Chesney
parties" in which students drink explained. "This is one of the issues
.· from one "common source," that they could not come to a
Chesney said.
consensus."
The policy refers to trash can
"It's safe to say though, that
parties as an event where alcohol we're not just going to stick our
and punch are consumed from a · head in the sand on the alcohol ·
trash can by more than one person. issue," he added.
Around-the-world parties are
Dave Bongiovanni, hall director
gatherings where alcohol is served
DRINKING, pa.ge 4
in several connecting rooms .
. Accordin&_to A:r:.~~J !='.Qc:,rdinator
Cynthia Cummings, the ban is
being considered to cut down on
1
"huge" amounts of alcohol being
consumed as well as reducing
vandalism and noise levels the
parties sometimes cause.
Chesney, however, said he didn't
think the policy would control
alcohol use.
"I think we should be sensitive to
what our reality is; that many
students are under age," Chesney
said, "We have an obligation to
deal with state law."
Eighty percent of students living By P. Rand Tracy
in dorms are under age, he said.
The 1979-80 Yearbook will be
"I know that prohibition doesn't published in January according to
work, that's been proved," he Scott Wilson, 1982 Granite Editor.
added,.
Tim Miller, business manager of
If the policy is implemented, it the Student Activities Organizatwill be an addition to the current ion, (SAFO) and Wilson, flew this
alcohol policy stated in the week to Clearwater Florida,
Student Handbook, Cummings retrieving photographs, essays and
said. Violations of the policy other material necessary for its
would result in the student being publishing from Former Editor
"written up" and sent before the Cindy Pettengill. The trip was paid
Judicial Board, she said.
for by SAFO.
Beer balls may also be
The Granite to date is 14 months
prohibited in the dorms if the :late to the publisher. Pettengill
disappeared · from the University
campus last March, taking with
her all materials nescessary for its
completion. Neither she nor the
material could be located until
October 1981 when she was found
outside of Clearwater.
It was there that Miller and
Wilson found the materials for the
Yearbook, whose budgeted worth
is an estimate $54,ll5. Each person
A UNH student was "kidnapped enrolled as a full time UNH
and sexually assaulted" yesterday, student in 1979-80 has already paid
according to a spokesperson for approaimately $7 for the book
through their Student Activities
the Durham Police Dept.
The incident occurred in a Fee.
"Everytime we called her, either
wooded area near Mill Road
she wasn't there or she wouldn't
shortly after noon, the
talk to us·~ said "'ilson of his past
spokesperson said.
The student, who was female, attempts to get Pettengill to
reported the assault to Durham complete the Yearbook. So Miller
police and then was treated at and Wilson did not tell her they
were co_ming.
Hood House and released.
GRANITE, page 6
Durham police refused to
further comment on the case.

Yeftrhook
material
retrieved

Student is

sexually

assaulted

Within an hour of the emergency simulation, a train derailed just
miles away from the site. (George Newton photo)

participate in their dramatization.
The simulation began about one
o'clock in a skeet range at Peace
A.F.B. Smoke bombs were lit
around a parked tanker truck in an
effort to make it look as if it were
on fire. Within minutes grey and
blueish-green smoke all but hid the
golden tanker.
According to Osgood and
Borner's plan, had the accident
occured on Route 4, a passing
motorist would have, by this time,
seen the accident and called the
Newington Fire Department.
So, as smoke continued to
•billow out of the smoke bombs at
Pease, the Newington Volunteer
Fire Department and Police
Department arrived on the scene.
Upon seeing the smoke, Poli~e
Chief Stimson ordered one of his
trainee's (in reality a member of the
Hazardous Waste Program) to
approach the truck aq.d determine
if the driver was still in the cab.
Mixing drama with reality, the
trainee got within 60 feet of the
t'"uck and collapsed. Stimson

quickly dragged the trainee away
from the tanker and called an
ambulance. The trainee was
rushed to the Portsmouth Hospital
and (in keeping with the
simulation) was pronounced dead
as he would have been had the
DISASTER, page 8

Handler reverses rebate decision
By

Greg Flemming
Students may get more money
than expected when they receive
energy surcharge rebates later this
year because UNH President
Evelyn Handler decided the
University should pay the cost of
the rebate.
She will argue to the University
System Board of Trustees
tomorrow that the cost of
returning more than $580,000 left
·in two energy surcharge accounts
to students should not be paid out

of that money, according to John
Hose, executive assistant to the
president.
All students who attended UNH
last year will receive a rebate
which, depending on how much
they paid towards the surcharges,
will range from $3 to $70.
If the Board accepts this change,
each student's rebate could
increase by about $3, according to
Student Body President Sara Jane
Horton.
A Board of Trustees committee

decided Nov. 4, with the support of
University administrators, that the
cost of the rebate should come out
of the left over money.
The Student Senate will appeal
the decision tomorrow at the
Board's meeting in Plymouth.
Handler changed her mind in
part because the cost of issuing the
rebate is "not going to be as high as
we expected," according to Gregg
Sanborn, dean of student affairs.
SURCHARGE, page 22
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By Lisa Prevost

Soviets denounce U.N. vote
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y~-The U.N. General Assembly has
voted fp,r the third time in demanding that "foreign troops" be
· withdra~l!_ from Afghc!nistan._
__
One of_ the chief sponso~s of the resolution was the delegation
from Pakistan. The resolution passed with 116 nations supporting
,passage, 23 opposed and 12 abstentions.
More than 85,000 Soviet troops have been in Afghanistan since
December of 1979.
The ~oviet deleg~tion denounced the vote, saying the trouble in
Afghanistan was bemg caused by counterrevolutionaries sponsored
by the United States and China.
The passage of the resolution was seen as a serious political defeat
for the Soviets.
,
)

Allen case may be dropped
'W_ ASHINGTON-The Washington Post has reported that
Jus~ice Department lawyers are recommending the case against
nat10nal security ~dviser Richard_ Allen be dropped.
_
The lawyers said Allen committed no crime when he received
$1,000 from Japanese journalists who interviewed First Lady Nancy
Reagan, the Post said.
The White House also reported the FBI has said its investigation
found no action against Allen was necessary.

.
It had to _be one of the biggest
unannounced parties in the history
of UNH. More than 500 people
drank, ate, slept, studied and
listened to tunes underneath the
Granite State · Room _Monday
night as they waited for J. Geils
concert tickets to go on sale in the
MUB the next morning.
The line began at the top of the
steps to the side entrance and
wound its way in roped off rows to
the bottom of the dirt slope
underneath the cement overhang.
Chris Hill, David Martz and
Andy Harmon were first in line at
11 a.m. Monday morning.
Though they said they'd been
studying all afternoon, by 8:30
p.m., "it ain't nothing but a party"
was blaring from their cassette
player.
There was lots of liquor, music,
and munchies anywhere you
looked.
Rick Herrick, a sophomore, set
up a hibachi to roast hot dogs.
Herrick spent the night on the
front steps of the MU B for
Southside Johnny Tickets, but
liked this arrangement much
better.
Steve Johnson, a senior from Boston, was waiting for tickets to
see J. Geils for the 13th time.

site of Geils madness
.... _.,,

"They're the best band to see in
He, John Cogart, and Bayard
concert," he said. "They put on a Webb also came up with '·' the Geils
great show."
drink," a mixture of Jack Daniels
Dave Loughlin, a 'freshman · and pink lemonade.
from Waltham, Mass., agreed.
Many students claimed the
"They are the incomparable Bad concert came second to having a
Boys from Boston," he said from good time.
his spot beneath the steps.
Bruce Weeks, a freshman on the
Loughlin, like many others, was hill, sat in a chair all night wearing
playing cards but the most popular a yellow rain hat. "I'm just here for
way to pass the time was the party. J. Geils are all right, but
backgammon.
they're not THAT good!" he said.
Ted Eynon, a freshman, was the
Rob Daigle, also a freshman,
only one to bring a dartboard. He was planning on missing a calculus
was one of those who ended up on exam Tuesday morning to wait,
the fairly steep slope which began though he didn't particularly like
wbiere the level floor cement ended. the band. "I could take 'em or leave
Eynon rigged up a method to 'em," he said. "But it's either this or
keep from slipping down, stay home and do homework."
however. He drove wooden pegs
John Sistaire, a freshman hillinto the dirt and propped a board dweller, suggested that students be
against them to use as a foot rest. allowed to sleep in the Granite
A couple of policemen patrolled State Room.
around the outside of the site,
"They should have leveled the
making sure the crowd was ground," he remarked, trying to
controlled.
stay on his trash bag.
"My own feeling is that there
But the students were
would be more trouble if it was determined to stick it out. Most
closed down," said one of the were just happy to be dry, as it
officers.
rained most of the night.
Don Miller, a sophmore,
"l 'm going to last all night even if
dubbed the masses on the slopes I end up swimming in that
the "Hill. People," a name which swamp," said Sarah Conroy, a·
st~ throughout the night. (Those fre_shman. nointing_to the brook: llt
on level ground became the
GEILS, page 9
flatlanders.)

Defen~e budget approved
WASHINGTON-The House of Representatives
overwhelmingly a pp roved a $197.4 billion defense budget sponsored
by the Reagan Administration.
The House voted 335-61 to back the budget, which included funds
for the controversial B-1 bomber and MX missile.
Proponents of the budget said the funds were necessary to combat
growing Soviet military spending.

Reagan warns Soviets
WASHINGTON-The Reagan Administration has warned the
Soviets that it will deploy medium-range missiles in Europe in 1983 if
the Soviets drag out negotiations on proposed arms reduction.
President Ronald Reagan said Wednesday in a worldwide
televised speech that the United States would cancel plans to deploy
medium range missiles if the Soviet Union would dismantle
approximately 600 missiles it has aimed towards Europe.
The Soviet Union has so far rejected the proposal.
But the proposal has received praise from Congress and from
European allies.
·
. Administration officials said if the Soviets drag out the proposed
talks, then the missiles would then be deployed.
Students spent up to 12 hours waiting for J. Gei~s tickets this week. (Steve McCann photo)

V.A.'s compile Vietnam report
WASHINGTON-The Veterans Administration recently
announced .that they have compiled a two-volume report containing
world scientific literature about Agent Orange and other herbicides
used in Vietnam.
·
Copies of the report have been provided to both the House and
Senate Veterans Affairs Committees, along with the National
Academy of Sciences and the Congressional Office of Technology
Assessment.
The report was made under government contract by JRB
Associates of McLean, Va.
The report provides a review of more than 1,200 documents
spanning more than 20 years concerning Agent Orange and other
herbicides.
Interested persons and organizations may receive a copy of the
two volume work by sending a request to the Office of
Environmental Medicine, Room 848, Veterans Administration, 8 IO
Vermont Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20420.

LOCAL
Weather
It will be cloudy and windy today, with a chance of rain
developing in the afternoon, according to the Natio~al Weather
Service in Concord. Temperatures should reach the mid 40s.
Friday night will be windy and rainy, with a chance of clearing on
Saturday.

Student, staff directories combine
By Jill Arabas
The University of New
Hampshire Student and Faculty
Directories will be combined into
one publication next semester,
according to University Senior
Publications Editor Bill Burtis.
The new directory will include
name, address and telephone
listings of each University student
as well as faculty and staff
members.
"We're combining the two,
essentially, to cut production
costs," said Burtis.
"Printing two directories is
'expensive," he said, "because they
receive a lot of use, and they're not
printed in heavy stock. They go
very quickly," Burtis added.
Combining the two directories
will save $1,000, he _said, "and
some additional $200 to $300 in
typesetting and paste-up costs."
The new directory will remain
the same in form and content, said
Burtis.
Included will be names, local

and home addresses, and local
telephone numbers of each
University student.
Faculty and staff listings will
include names, addresses and work
and home telephone numbers.
The directory will also include
administration, student organization, fraternity and sorority, and
head resident or resident assistant
dormitory telephone numbers as
well as other University
communication information.
The only numbers omitted, said
Burtis, will be dormitory floor
num·bers.
Those numbers will appear on
pages 45 through 48 of the
Caboodle, a campus handbook
also produced by the Publications
Office.
The · new directory will be
distributed to each faculty and
staff member as well as student
organizations and each dormitory
floor.
"The directory still looks the
same" a1> the separate directories,

said Burtis. However, the
combinations .will reduce JOO
pages of information to 80, he said.
"Also, the book will be colorcoded," said Burtis. Different
colored bars on the edge of its
pages will distinguish the
faculty/ staff section from the
student se'c tions.
Burtis said the listings will be
· alphabetical, "like a dictionary."
Burtis said the directory,
covering the academic year 1981 to
1982, will be available after
Thanksgiving.
"The lists are computer ·
generated by an outfit in New
Jersey," he said. "Data Resources
doesn't get the information unit I
close to the end of the semester."
He said information changes
from the beginning of each
semester because "students drop
out, and new faculty positions are
added."
Lore!! Press in Avon,
Massachusetts is printing the new
directory.

•
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Horrors of El Salvador shown

Water pipes burst last night in Gibbs Hall, causing flooding on the
first floor. The water was shut off in the entire dorm for two hours
because of the accident. (Tim Skeer photo)

By Xavier A. Cronin
The Catholic Church is alive in
El Salvador helping the
Salvadorans resist oppression
from the U.S. backed military
government through armed
isurrection, according to
Salvadoran priest, Socorro
Juridico.
This information is taken from a
documented report brought to a
UNH-=Committee in Solidarity
with The People of El Salvador
(CISPES) presentation Tuesday
night at the Catholic Student
Center by Maryknoll missionary
Fr. Joe Smith.
The interview states that
numerous Christian communities
and religious organizations in El
Salvador have "recognized the
right to armed insurrection" and
continue to be "present in the
liberation struggle".
Smith, a veteran of 25 years
service in Chile, presented a yearold film that, among other things,
showed scenes of violence and then
conducted a question and answer
_period.
I he discussion period was
disorderly at times with two
audience members lashing out at
Fr. Smith for mixing religion and
politics.
Roger Fortier, a middle-aged
engineer from Dover said Fr.

Lifefest celebrates 'wellness'
By Marion Sabella
Creative clowning, how to be
well-prepared for finals, and stress
reduction through exercise are a
few of the programs of"Life Fest,"
a celebration of wellness beginning
on campus the week of December
I.
Running through December 4,
th~ program will offer more than
50 workshops and displays dealing
with the eight areas of wellness and
be offered in the MU B and

residence halls.
"Wellness" is a process through
which an individual becomes
aware of, and makes choices
towards a more successful
existence. Culture and environ•
ment greatly influence one's
choices. Each individual develops
a unique lifestyle which changes
daily in the reflection of their
intellectual, emotional, physical,
sexual, social, occupational, .
leisure, and spiritual dimensions.

The origin a I con c·e pt,
introduced by the University of
Wisconsin, has been modified by
Scott Chesney, assistant director
of Residential Life, Dr. David
Cross, Counseling and Testing
Center, and Elizabeth MacDonald. Health Services.
"When you 're in college,
academic success is not the only
_thing," accor_ding to Colleen

Smith was "defying the Pope" and Salvadoran solct1ers.
that "the Holy Father wants
A Salvadoran peasant woman
religion to help the · poor in a related the story of her husband's
·spiritual sense, more like Mother disappearance and death. Sobbing
Theresa, she doesn't get involved loudly, she said, "He was beaten
in politics".
• beyond recognition."
Smith argued it was his
In the movie, scenes from the
responsibility to try and help funeral of Monsignor Oscar
people who were being threatened Arnulfo Romero were also shown.
by violence..
According to a narrator, Romero
"I couldn't live with myself if I was killed on March 24th of last
saw violence and didn't respond," year because "He was representing
he said.
the revolutionary voice of the
To illustrate his concern about people."
murdered children F. Smith
Fr.-Smith's report states that
pointed to a little blond boy who Major Roberto D'Aubuisson has
was walking around the room and been linked to the assassination.
said if U.S. Marines were sent to He is running for a powerful
Honduras he would protect any government position in the U.S.children, "like this little blond boy backed elections this March.
here,"from any threat the Marines
The film, produced by the
might pose.
Maryknoll Mission Society, was
Audience member and Director dedicated to the four U.S.
of Seacoast Right to Life, Warren missionaries who were assasGoddard, asked Fr. Smith why the sinated in El Salvador a year ago.
movies did not mention anything
One of the assassinated nuns
about arms being supplied to anti- (two of the four were nuns from the
government guerrilas from Maryknoll order) was shown in an
communists in Cuba.
interview a month before she
He called the movie "pro- returned to El Salvador from a
paganda trash".
temporary leave. "We left because
A CISPES member replied in they were massacring the people,"
response, "We've gotten enough said the woman who was later
propaganda from the U.S. media." raped and slaughtered.
Fr. Smith replied that "we're for
Fr. Smith expressed anger at the
self-determination for El U.S. State Department, prticularly
Salvador."
Secretary of State Alexander Haig
Besides the remarks made by the U.S. State Department,particulartwo audience members, the ly Secretary of State Alexander
discussion period centered upon Haig for dismissing the murders:
people reinforcing the view that "He (Haig) says they were running
the U.S. government was a road block--they didn't...They
supporting a government of soldiers."
·
murderers. ·
Fr. Smith continued, "I get very
The movie, "El Salvaador: The delicate when I talk about Mr.
Seeds of Liberty," showed scenes Haig. He goes to communion
of children playing in refugee every day and then he's giving the
camps, just-murdered civilians wrong reason, so I'm speaking
sprawled in piles on the city streets, out."
and a group of young teenagers
More than 10,450 civilians have
being rounded-up and forced to been killed, including women and
kneel on the ground with their children, and 39 priests, nuns,
hands i..n back of their necks by catechists and church workers_,
M-16 rifle-carrying Salvadoran
SALVADOR, page 7
soldiers.
· ··

Retired prof part of
Durham for 71 years
cordorouy shirt, brown knit pan:s,
By Xavier A. Cronin
It was cold, damp and drizzling brown shoes and socks.
on the way to Mr. Hitchcock's
His hands should be photo-_
grapnea-worn, tough, and full of
house.
Ali, who is an Iranian, told me in veins, a near-century of life
his broken, high-pitched English, imprinted on them.
We sat down together and he
"We raked the yard together, .me
and him for two hours!" His very began to talk. He remembers, and
large, dark eyes stuck out in the remembers and remembers.
When a name or place escapes
near darkness.
As we crossed the lawn of T-Hall him ·he looks up yearning for the
Ali told me how great it was that a name, his eyes squinting into
95-year-old man had so much life. watery blue slits, turns his head,
Ever since Ali asked me to write lowers it slowly, itches his head
this story on Monday, my and remembers.
His voice is soft and there is
cluttered mind has from time to
tim·e been enjoying the thought of never hesitation when he speaks.
When he moved from Dover to
closeness :rnd concern between Ali
Durham in 1918, he lived on what is
and Leon Hitchcock.
now Strafford Avenue: "Yeah, we
95-year-old retired UNH
professor Hitchcock is; as Ali puts raised some big potatoes in the
back yard. Oh lordy they were big
it, "my adopting Grandfather."
Hitchcock came to UNH in 1910 ones. If the stalk of it got bent over
as an instructor of Electrical I'd put tape on it, and that thing
Engineering. He retired in 1956 and would keep on growing."
After about 15 minutes Ali got
has lived in the same house that he
up and said, "If you don't mind
built in 1922 ever since.
He was married 64 years before professor, I go to study for exam."
The professor looked up from
his wife died in 1977.
We reached Mr. Hitchcocks his chair. Ali stood by and they
house on Madbury Road and Ali talked and laughed about what Ali
rang the doorbell. The fiesty was going to study-Mr. Hitchcock
professor opened the door smiling, had taught the same thing over 25
years before.
his head slightly hunched over.
They made plans for Saturday
Placid, light-blue eyes gently
sparkled through his round ("I wanna get thay backyard
spectacles. We both shook his cleaned up" said the professor) and
hand and he showed us into the Ali left.
I asked questions and laughed
parlor.
He walks in quick mini-steps, his and Professor Hitchcock
head facing slightly downward. He re membered, struggled to
was dressed very neatly: a brown · remember, and laughed.

Leon Hitchcock (left) and his adopted gra~dson Ali.(Steve Dodd photo)

He remembers taking the
Boston and Maine railway from
Dover to Durham during his first
eight years at the University and
getting off right in front of his
office in Conant Hall.
"Grange Hall is where the
faculty had dances, they'd invite
the local public school teachers as
partners," says the laughing
Hitchcock, "That was pretty
good."

_I asked him the name of a
professor and he insisted on
getting up and taking me into the
living room to look through a
history of UNH book. He clasped

his hands on the· arms of his
rocking chair and pryed himself
up. He needed no help.
He stood bent over a table
meticulously flipping the large
pages with his thick fingers. The
living was spotless. A picture of he
and his wife sits with other photos
on the mantle above the fireplace.
She holds on to the inside of his left
arm as they sit on a porch smiling.
In 1914 the top floor of T-Hall

was a dance hall: "We used to go
up there every Wednesday.
Professor Fairchild would read
something. The faculty came there
and they'd have these cordettes,

same as the blue and white series."
"Fairchild used to read at the
faculty meeting at half past one, I
guess every week he would read
~ome li~tl~ thing that he had, very
mterestmg, a very good reader."
In · college he says, "I got a·
broken collar bone so I had to start
playing basketball."
He loves sports: "The Celtics
play tonight I think!"
But, he has a gripe with football:
"I would like to see a national rule,
a law (for) no more football. On
accounts of what I know now of
"HITCHCOCK, pace 5
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-----------DRINKING---------~--( continued from page 1)

for. Smith and Sawyer Halls, said
the main problem is the control of
large groups of people.
"We have fire regulations we
have to follow and a common
source party breaks those rules,"
he said.
.
A resident assistant, who wished
to remain anonymous, said a
common source policy would
result in RAs "having to spend all
of their time being policemen
rather than someone who is there
to help residents."

"We are hired to assist the
students, not aggravate them," the
resident assistant said. "It seems in
effect, the Office of Residential
Life is attempting to dry out the
campus by imposing additional
restrictions on student drinking."
Bongiovanni said students
would probably react negatively to
the policy because "the more
regulations they put on people the
more angry they get."
However, Chesney said the
policy would "plug another dike"

Prepare Early!
Classes Enrolling
In Your Area
Educational Center

Call Boston Collect
Days, Evenings & Weekends
For Details
(617) 482-7420

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

For Information About.Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY. State CALL TOLL FREE: 100-223-1712

-Sltear Kreations

in helping the University cont!ol
the "rampant" drinking takmg
place at UNH.

The dorms are stricter on
alcohol policies than other places
in the community such as

"It's ridiculous," said
sophomore Dave Kodis, a Hunter
Hall resident. "I don't know how
they could possibly enforce it. I
don't think it would solve
anything."

downtown, the fraternities and the
University area, Chesney said.

''I don't thnk it will deter anyone
from having parties." said
freshman Tricia Kiley, a Stoke hall
resident. "It will create bad feelings
between RAs and students."

As an example, he said the more
than 500 people at Mo,nday night's
wait for J. Giels tickets outside the
MUB was a .. free-for-all."
Students were intoxicated and left
the MUB area' trashed,' he said.
Concern by are coordinators
and hall directors about these
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parties has been evident, Chesney
said, "otherwise it would not have
gotten to my level."
De~rmining what constitutes a
common source under the
proposed policy will be difficult,
Chesney said, because most
anything could be a common
source if more than one person
drinks from it.
This would include a case of beer .
or a gallon of wine, he said.
A definition of what constitutes
a common source will be
determined before a policy is
implemented, he said.
"Can't this rule be stretched to
cover other containers of alcohol?"
a resident assistant said. "The
bottle of wine or champagne you
pour into a number of glasses is a
common source."
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Redken Products

UNISEX HAIRSTYLING.WALK IN SERVICE OR APPT.
Mon.~Sat: 9-5 868-2060 · Thurs. Til 8 p.m .

Presents

The Mound Builders
By Lanford Wilson
Directed by Joseph D. Batcheller
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
Universit¥ of New Hampshire
Durham
December 1-5 at 8 p.m.
December 2 and 5 at 2 p.m.
Preview: November 30 at 8 p.m.
General: S4
UNH Students/Employees, Seniors: S3
Preview: SI
Reservations: (603J 862-2290
Dinner-Theater Package
New England Center Restaurant

3 Operator
Sha~

I

II

Cab{1f.

Mains~. Duffllffl

Friday Ni.t e
is

P&PNITE
With Your
Choice of
Pizza
you get a

Pitcher For

81

Are President Reagan and
General Haig Planning a
War Against
NICARAGUA ?
DISCUSSION AND SLIDE SHOW
Mr. Oscar Hernandez, a leader in
Nicaragua solidarity work, will discuss
the present situation in fight of recent
military threats by the Reagan
Administration. He will present the slide
show-"Nicaragua-The Challenge of Revolution"
Sat., Nov 21
7:30 pm
Hamilton Smith 2 J6
Commillee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador

When Judy Lafferty prepares for a
race I ike the annual
cross-Iowa run, she
makes sure her bike is
in perfect shape.
She inspects and
adjusts every part. She
/ tunes and balances
the whole machine, so
it can-go the distance.
Because she
treats her body the
same way, she discovered a lump in her
breast a few years
ago.
She discovered it
early. And these days,
85% of early breast
cancers can be treated
successfully.
Judy has since
had reconstructive
surgery, too. And she
feels like herself
again . Alive, vibrant,
ready to get on her
bike and take on the
world.
Judy Lafferty is
just one example of
the kind of progress
we're making against
cancer in its many
forms.
The American
Cancer Society takes
some credit for that
progress . But credit
won't finance our
work.
·
We need your
money to help us win
this race .

SIIMI

ftlECOST

OFLIYING.i
GIVE TO THE

AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.
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Kilcoyne, Area III coordinator
and chairperson of the Life Fest
, committee. "You should strive to
-develop into a whole person."
The week was scheduled for a
time when students seem to be at a
low--some students find
Thanksgiving at home a hard
situation and at the same time
finals are approaching, said ,
-Kilcoyne.
The programs run from 9 am to
IO pm in the MUB and dorm main
lounges.
Other programs dealing with the
eight areas of welln~ss are "Birth
control: hope is not a method", ·
"Being male in a changing world",
"Death and dying", and "Doing
what you enjoy and · getting paid
for it."
.. Discovering the road to
Wellness: Is it paved with yellow
bricks?" will be the keynote
address by Dr. David Cross in the
Granite State Room at_.8 pm on
Tuesday, December I.
A Woman's Folk-Music concert
• by Yani Batteau and Bear
Fortunato will be in the
Durham/ Strafford Room in the
MUB on Wednesday, December 2,
at 7 p.m.
The Life Fest committee is
comprised of members of the
Health Education Department,
Counseling and Testing Center,
Residential Life, Dean of Students
Office, and the Alcohol Advising
Committee.
"UNH is using its own resources
(in developing the week's
programs) and it'~ exciting to find •
what we have gomg for us here,
said Ann Driscoll, Williamson
Hall director and chairperson of
the Life Fest program committee_.

LAST DAY FOR PH.D. DISSERTATION DEFENSE
(DECEMBER GRADUATION)
DECEMBER DEGREE CANDIDATES: (Undergraduates only).
Students with approved extentions. for incomplete grades from
Semester II, 1980-81 and Summer Session 1981 should resolve their
coursework by this date.
NH CONTEMPORARY BALLET CO.: Includes classical ballet
variations and works-in-progress. Sponsored by Creative Arts
Mini-dorm. Friday, November 20, Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7:30 p.m. Admission: students $1.50; general $2.50.
WOMEN'S EXHIBITION ICE HOCKEY: vs. Waltham Wings.
Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. Admission: adults $3; students $2; UNH
· students with ID $1; children under five admitted free. Men's
athletic tickets are not valid.
MUB PUB: Student Talent Show. Sponsored by MUSO &
SCOPE. 8 p.m. Admission charged. UNH ID/ proof of age
required.

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Picasso's Vollard Suite· and
Recent Works by Jeroll}e Witkin. Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts
Center. Hours: Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday, 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays abd University holidays.
Continues through December 16.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: What's New in the New
Testament. Father Joseph Desmond, Catholic Chaplain. Room
303, James, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
LIFEFEST A CELEBRATION OF WELLNESS: Being Male in a
Changing World. Scott Chesney and Barry Buck, Residential Life;
Dan Garvey, Student Affairs; Don Ardnoudse, Consultant.
Sponsored by Residential Life, Counseling and Testing, and Health
Education Center. Senate Room, Memorial Union, 2-3:30 pm. For
additional activities, call Kathy Irla-Chesney, 862-2120.
LIFEFEST A CELEBRATION OF WELLNESS: Keynote
Address, "Disco~ering the Road to Wellness: Is It Paved with
Yellow Bricks?" David Cross, Counseling and Testing. Sponsored
by Residential Life, Counseling and Testing, and Health Education
Center. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. For
additional activities, call Kathy Irla-Chesney, 862-2120.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Lanford Wilson's drama, "The Mound
Builders." Directed by Joseph D. Batcheller. Johnson Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission: USNH students and
employees/ senior citizens $3; general $4.
WEDNESDAY, December 2

SUNDAY, November 22
MUSO FILM: "Eraserhead."Straffor d Room, Memorial Union, 7
and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 or season film pass.
MUB PUB: Jorge Rodriques, D.J. Sponsored by MUSO. 8 p.m.
Admission: 50¢ . UNH ID/ proof of age required.
MONDAY, November 23
AMLL. GERMAN FILM: "The Blue Angel." English subtitles.
Donation: $1. Room 110, Murkland, 4:30 p.m.
NEW/OLD CINEMA: "The Shop on Main Street," directed by
Kadar. Sponsored by MUSO. Room 110, Murkland, 7:30 p.m.
MEN'S WRESTLING: vs. U Lowell. Lundholm Gym, Field
House, 8 p.m.

human anatomy, I don't think they
come out as well as they go in."
During the two world wars he
says, "we were here and we we~e
busy." In World War II people m
Durham brought their cars to
Demerrit Hall to get fixed because
all the mechanics had gone to fight.
It is a joy to talk to Mr.
Hitchcock because he is so happy
and vibrant. He laughs a lot. One
feels tremendous admiration for
him.
We talked about his preference
for BVD underwear (he's having
his cleaning women mend six
pairs), Ali, some of his students
that have made it big, the old
Railroad, his old car. ..
In between doors at the entrance
to his house is a wooden rack that
holds his umbrella and wooden
cane. Professor Hitchcock turned
on the porch light as I pulled my
coat on.
He cautioned me twice before I
left that the steps at the end of the
walk were long and to watch
mvself.
*1 thanked him, told him to watch
for the story and walked out the
door.
If it is nice out tommorrow
afternoon and you are driving up
Madbury Road, look to your left
about half-way up the street and
you will see a 95-year-old
American and a young Iranian
raking leaves together.

TUESDAY, November 24
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Athletes in Action. Lundholm Gym, Field
House, 7:30 p.m. Admission: general $3.
AMLL GERMAN FILM: "The Blue Angel." English subtjt}es.
Room 110, Murkland, 8 p.m. Donation: $1.
WEDNESDAY, November 25
RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE 7 p.m. (Classes will hold regular
· Wednesday schedule).
SATURD Ay, November 28
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: New England Tip-off Tourney.
Participating teams: Rhode Island, Connecticut, Massach~s~tts,
and UNH. Lundholm Gym, Field House, 6 and 8 p.m. Adm1ss1on:
adults $3; students $2; UNH stµdents $ 1. Men's athletic ticket is not
valid.
SUNDAY, November 29
RESIDENCE HALLS OPEN 1 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: New England Tip-off Tourney.
Lundholm Gym, Field House, 1 and 3 p.m. Admission: adults $3;
students $2; UNH students $1. Men's athletic ticket is ·not valid .
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Princeton'. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.·
Admission: reserved $5; general $3.50. Tickets not sold i" :.dvance.
For additional information, call 862-1853.
MONDAY, November 30

,.

STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAYS: By David DiMartino.
Sponsored by Department of the Arts. Monday-Friday, Hewitt
Hall Exhibition Corridor, 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Concludes December 7.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING: vs. BU. Swasey Pool, Field House, 1
p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Holly Chatterton, flute; Diane Alexander,
voice. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
COMMITTEE IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE PEOPLE OF EL
SALVADOR LECTURE: Nicaragua: The Challenge of
Revolution. Oscar Hernandez, speaker. Sponsored by Student
Political Forum. Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Pre-season. vs. St. Francis, Halifax, NS.
Lundholm Gym, Field House, 7:30 p.m. Admission: g~neral $1.50.
AREA II MOVIE NIGHT: "Rollerball"at 7:30 p.m. and "The Pink
· Panther Strikes Again" at 9:45 p.m. Also, a cartoon. Sponsored by
Alexander Hall, Room 110, Murkland. Admission: 50¢.
MUB PUB: Student Talent Show. Sponsored by MUSO &
SCOPE. 8 p.m. Admission charged. UNH ID/ proof of age
required.

( continued from page 3)
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TUESDAY, December 1

SATURDAY, November 21

HITCHCOCK

111.e ;
N~w

UNIVERSITY THEATER PREVIEW: Lanford Wilson's drama,
"The Mound Builders," is set in a Midwest archeological dig.
Interweaving 'past and present, the action of the play develops the
conflicts between conservation and commercialism. Directed by
Joseph D. Batcheller. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center,
8 p.m. Admission: $1, door only.

FRIDAY, November 20

(continued from page 3)

CLASSES RESUME, 8 a.m.
TSAS MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Vermont Tech lnstit~te.
.. Lundholm Gym, Field House, 7:30 p.m.
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES: The Red Norvo Trio, featuring
Red on vibes ·a nd Tai Farlow on guitar. Sponsored by MUSO ~nd
the Music Depattm~nt. _Strafford Room! ~ .~mo~ial U~ion, 8 P:~m.
Tickets available at door .and atr Memonal Umon Ticket Offl_feJ
.
862-2290~ Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Admission: $3.50.

;

~~~p~hire
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WOMEN'S. STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Women Employed in the
Media Field. Jan Harrow, English. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union, 12 noon.
LIFEFEST A CELEBRATION OF WELLNESS: Student Affairs
and Academic Affairs: Stereotypes and Reality. J. Gregg Sanborn,
Student Affairs, and Gordon Haaland, Academic Affairs.
Sponsored by Residential Life, Counseling andTesting, and Health
Education Center. Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 1-2 p.m. For
additional activities, call Kathy Irla-Chesney, 862-2120.
LIFEFEST A CELEBRATION OF WELLNESS: Stress
Reduction Through Exercise: Jogging the Mind and Body. David
Cross, Counseling and Testing. Sponsored by Residential Life,
Counseling and Testing, and •Health Education Ceriter. Senate
Room, Memorial Union, 3-5 p.m. For additional activities, call
Kathy lrla-Chesney, 862-2120.
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs. URI. Swasey Pool, 4 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Boston College. Lundholm Gym,
Field House, 7 p.m. Admission: adults $3; students $2; UNH
students $1; children under 5 free. Men's athletic tickets are not
valid.
FRENCH LECTURE/ FILM SERIES: "Lacombe, Lucien"
chronicles a peasant boy's period of adolescence in German
occupied France. Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m. Admission: $1.
STUDENT WOODWIND QUINTET RECITAL: Eileen
Yarrison, flute; Andrew Price, oboe; Margaret Donaghue, clarinet;
Pam Putnam, horm; and C. Joy Riggs, bassoon. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSlTY THEATER: Lanford Wilson's drama, ..The Mound
Builders." Directed by Joseph D . Batcheller. Johnson Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center. Matinee 2 p.m.; evening performance 8 p.m.
Admission: USNH students and employees/ senior citizens $3;
general $4; matinee school groups (15 or more) $1.
THURSDAY, December 3 .
BROWN BAG IT ATTHEGALLERY: WoodwindQuintet,mu sic
faculty. Sponsored by Gallery Docents. University 'Art Galleries,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 12 noon-I p.m. Coffee and tea available.
MUSO FILM: .. Angi Vera." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7
and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 or season film pass.
LIFEFEST A CELEBRATION OF WELLNESS: Exploring
Racism: A Look at the Diyiding Line. Cynthia Cummings and
Donna Bourassa, Residential Life. Sponsored by Residential Life,
Counseling and Testing, and Health Education Center. Senate
Room, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. For additional
,
activities; call Kathy Irla-Chesney, 862-2120. :
LIFEFEST A CELEBRATION OF WELLNE'$S: ' Eating
Concerns: A YUardstick for Self Image. Ellen Backer and Cynthia
Shar, Counseling and Testing. Sponsored .· by Residential Lif~,
Counseling and Testing, and Health EduoatiQn Center. Merrjmacic
Room, Memorial Union, 3-5 p.m. For addftioii'al' a~tivities, call
,
~-·~~->~>·i
_
:
Kathyirla-Chesney,. 862-2120.
c)irecto;.
~:
.~Jng:
Henry
CONCERT:
CHAMBER CHORUS
.
Bratton Recital ·Ha-11, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p •.;m: ~~:f.s-.
, . UNIVERSITY THEATER: Lanford "'ilson'sdraina, .. Tt(e;~ound,
·Builders." Directed by Joseph D. Batcheller. Johnson Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission: USNH students and
).
employees/ senior citizens $3, general $4.
MUB PUB: D.J. with the Top 40's. Sponsored by MUSO. 8 p.nl.
•
Admission: 50¢ , UNH ID/proof of age required.
.,...
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NOTICES

(continued from page 1)

ACADEMIC
TUTORING FOR ECONOMIC 401 and 402:
Sponsored by Omicron Delta Epsilon. Every Thursday,
Room 216, McConnell, 1-2 p.m.
INTERSESSION WOMEN'S STUDIES SPECIAL
TOPICS 595: Exploring the · Female Experience:
Weaving New Connections. Two week course will be held
January4-15, 1982. Four credit course fee, $50 per credit
hour. A MAN DA TORY meeting for all participants will
be held December 16. For more information, call
Women's Studies Office. Room 307 A, Dimond Library,
2-2194.
WSBE FACULTY ADVISING: Open to all UNH
students. November 23-24, Monday and Tuesday. I :303:30 p.m., McConnell. Theme for this week is Marketing.
. See bulletin Board for details.

. CAREER
RESUME WRITING _ WORKSHOP: Lecture and
discussion sessions devoted to written job-getting
communication techniques: resumes, cover letter, etc.
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement. Monday,
November 23, Forum Room. Dimond Library, 6:30 p.m.
JOB SEARCH FOR TEACHERS: Information
sessions on locating and applying for teaching positions.
~ill c_over infor~ation sources, application procedures.
interview techniques, etc. Lecture, questions and
answers. Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
Tuesday, November 24.· Room 203, Huddleston Hall,
6:30 p.m.
RESUME CRITIQUE: An opportunity for students to
receive feedback on first draft resumes on a first-comefirst-scrved basis. Sponsored by Career Planning &
Placement. Friday, December 4. Room 203. Huddleston
Hall, I :30-4:30 p.m.
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Students
may learn of how they arc coming across during their oncampus interviews on a first-come-first-served basis.
Sponosorcd by Career Planning and Placement.
Thursday, December 3, Room 20J. Huddleston Hall,
I :30-4:30 p.m.

CLl iBS AND ORGANIZATIO!\S
STUDENT !'/URSE'S ORGANIZATION: What is the
future of nursing? Will we have an autonomous nursing
board'? Lois Murphy, N.H.N .A. Friday, November 20.
Granite State Room. Memorial Union, I :30 p.m.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Open gaming. Friday
and Saturday, November 20 and 21. Hillsborough /
Sullivan, Memorial Union, 6 p .m. to close.
HAIR STYLE WORKSHOP FOR ACTORS AND
PERFORMERS : Demonstration / workshop by
hairdresser Bill Adair. Sponosred by Mask and Dagger.
Monday, November 23, Paul Creative Arts dressing
room near Hennessy Theater, 6-9 p .m . Bring curling
irons, hot rollers etc.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA: Mandatory
organizationsl / social meeting. Monday, November 23,
New Hampshire Hall lounge. 6:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S CENTER: No meeting Monday. November
23, There will be a meeting the following week .

MEMBERSHIP SIGN UPS FOR UNH SKI CLUB:
Monday and Tuesday, November 23 and 24, balcony
tables in Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Dues: $4.

C0!\1Pl 1TER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee arc listed below.
Registration is required_. ~all 862-3527 or stop by Room
2E, Stoke Cluster. Add1t1onal $5 charge for non-USNH
personnel.
INTERMEDIATE 1022: Two-session course will
explai_n add_itiona! features of System 1022, including
handling of multiple files and simple report writing.
Monday and Wednesday, November30and Dccember2.
Sto~c . Clus~cr. 10_ a .m.-1 ~ _noon. Pre-requisites:
Beginning Ttmc~ha_nng; Beginning SOS or Beginning
TECO; and Beginning 1022. Course fee: $4.
BEGINNING TLMESHARING : Two-session course
will provide instruction in the mechanics of terminal
operation, the LOGIN procedure, and other monitor
· commands. Monday and Wednesday, Nocmbcr 30 and
Decmcber 2, Stoke Cluster. 2-4 p.m. Course fee: $4.
HELP SESSION: For individual help about specific
problems, Tuesday, December I, Stoke Cluster, 8-9:30
a.m.
{:()l '!\SEUNG

AND TESTING

RET~RNING STUDENT PROGRAM: Work / Life
Planning. Janet Tucker. DCE. Tuesday, December I,
Hanover Room, Memorial Union. 12:30-2 p.m.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES WORKSHOP:
Meditation / Relaxation. Wednesday. December 2.
Schofield House, 7 p.m.

GE~ERAI.
JOB BOARD: Located between the Cafeteria and
Straff~rd Roo~. ~cm~rial Union, lists many different
part-time and full-time Jobs available to students.
AUDITIONS FOR ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE
P~IZE ~RODUCTIONS: Open auditions for anyone
with or ~1th out experience for plays written and directed
by starring stu~cnts. Sponsored by Theater Department.
Monday and 1 uesday. November 23 and 24. Hennessy
Theatre. Paul Arts, 7-9 p.m.
LI FE FEST: A Celebration of Wellness. Sponsored by
Rcsdential Life. Counseling & Testing. and Health
Education Center. Tuesday-Friday. Decmeber 1-4.
Memorial Union and Residence halls. 9a.m.-10 p.m. For
additional information. contact Kathy lrla-Chesney.
862-2120.
LIFEFEST: A CELEBRATION OF WELLNESS: New
Games Workshop. Come and play! Jeff Whitman and
Chris Roland. Physical Education · Department.
Sponsored by Residential life, Counseling and Testing.
and Hclath Education Center. Friday. December 4, New
Hampshire Hall. 7:30 p.m . For additional information
contact Kathy lrla-Chesncy. 862-2120 .
TOSNOM PARAPSYCHOLOGY MEETING :
Everyone is welcome . Find out what TOSNOM is all
about. Monday. November 23 or 30. Hanover Room.
Memorial Union. 7-9 p.m.
FIELD TRIP TO ANGELL: Sponsored by Pre Yet
Club. Saturday. November 21. Bring $1 for bus plus
lunch money. Bus leaves promptly at 9:30 a.m. From
Kari-Yan Office.

"It was a risk that we had to
take" said Renee Romano,
assistant director of student
programming. She endorsed the
trip in spite of the chance that
Pettengill did not have the
manuscripts or that action to take
the material away from her might
cause harm to the yearbook. "We
really know that we weren't
making any progress" she
continued "we could have been
calling her for months .... forever,"
said Romano.
When Wilson and Miller arrived
in her driveway outside of
Clearwater, "she was surprised"
said Wilson. "We talked about the
book and Tim, (after a while)
dropped the question. He said
''we're here to pick up the book.'"
Both M-frier and Wilson
indicated that she seemed happy to
see the1!1 and re!eaved that they
were gomg to finish it.
Wilson walked with her along
the beach, speaking for hours
about the book, and how much 'it
meant to her. '"I said it's not that I
don't trust you, but I want to ·see
the stuff before I go to sleep
tonight" said Wilson.

. That night Pettengill took them
mto one of the rooms in the Hotel
owned by her and was able to
spread out pictures, and essays on
two double beds four inches thick.

Miller, Pettengill, and Wilson
sorted out more than three-quaters
of the book which took them 40
hours. "If she had sent it up, we
wouldn't have known what to do
with it and she didn't have 130
hours (total work man hours) to
_put it together," said Wilson.
The decision not to tell anyone
of their trip until after there return
according to Miller, was made
because they didn't want Pettengill
to hear they were coming or to get
anyone hopes up .
"She said that the big reason she
wasn't finished was that people
hadn't given her the material she
needed," noting that people she
worked .with had not completed
their work. He added,"She's been
getting the impression that people
have been putting the blame(for it
not being finished) on her."
Miller and Wllson returnea
Wednesday evening with the
material, and Wilson will set up a
group of twenty volunteers to
produce the Granite. He hopes to
have it sent to the publisher by the
end of December. According to
Wilson, the 1982 Yearbook is eight
months ahead of schedule and
completing the 1980 Granite will
not put him behind in his work.
"I think they really did the
student body and alumni a service"
said Romano. "They didn't know
what was going to happen ... no one
expected it to be that easy."

,~ -----------------------------
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GIVE TO THE AMERICAN C~NCER SOCIETY.!®

MUSO FILM SERIES
presents

ERASERHEAD
This cult sensation by David Lynch (THE
ELEPHANT MAN) is a totally unique
surrealistic nightmare . He describes it as a
"dream of dark and troubling things." Both
funny and horrifying, it is one of the strangest
films of our time .

"A brilliamly original horror .film."
Cast: John Nance, Charlotte Stewart
Produced & Directed By: David Lynch

Look CREAT... F.eel CREAT...
At Great Expectations, when it comes to
great styling , you never have to spin your
wheels. Our Precision Cuts give hair that
free-wheeling feeling . Our perms keep
rolling with body and bounce. And our
pJices skate circles around anyone in town'

~-

®

PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

~NewHa,pstwe

Sunday, November 22nd
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB
$1.00 at door or movie pass

669-9500

- - - - - - - - - - NO APPOINTMENT N ECESSA RY ---------• ■

•
1'1-1 NEWINGTON
431-5600
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(continued from page 3)

since the juanta of Napolian
Duarte took power in 1979.
CISPES member Fred Hunt
said during the introduction for
Fr. Smith, that "it took the
execution of our own people to stir
up interest. Who will die next?"

According to refugee camp
directors and Salvadoran human
rights advocates in the film the
killings have been carried out by
the military - the National Guard,
the Army, and the National Police.
Warren Goddard disagreed

asking why the film did not,
investigate how many people had
been killed by the communist
backed guerrilas.
This year, the U.S. has supplied
El Salvador with $200 million in
arms.

Decem her 1-4

TllE STONE CHURCH
on the hill in Newmarket

Friday & Saturday Nov. JO ·& 21

LARKIN
$I

'

off admission with this ad until 9:00

SKI INSTRUCTORS WANTED!
for the 1981-82 Season
at Cannon Mt. NH

Programs and
workshops at
the MUB and
residence halls
on topics related
to your
physical
occupational
spiritual
sexual
intellectual
basic social/
· community
leisure
emotional...
well-being! .
watch for more info'

Father Joe Smith. (Steve Dodd photo)
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Write:. Franconia Ski School
·Box 351
Franconia, NH ·

Sunday --Thursday 3:00 p.m.-12 a.m.
Friday - Saturday 3:00 p.m.-8:00 a.in.

ASIA I
CHINESE POLYNESIAN RESTAURANT

§

I

.i.~~

I- ·

882-2293
"Someone to talk to" .

.,

.

§
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48 THIRD STREET, DOVER

NEW LONGER HOURS
SUNDAY .............•........... J1:30 A.M.-9
MONDAY ........................ 11:30 .A.M.-9
TUESDAY ....................... 11:30 A.M.-9
WEDNESDAY .......... ,...... 11 :30 A.M.-9
THURSDAY .........•.......... 11:30 A.M.-9
FRIDAY .......•................. 11:30 A.M.-11
SATURDAY .................. 11:30 A.M.-11
EVERY DAY LUNCH ..... I 1:30 A.M.-3

II
I

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

EVERY SUNDAY ·11:30 A.M.-2 P.M.
75

BUFFET s3
CHILDREN $2.00

SUNDAY NOV. 22nd
1. Chicken with Chinese Vegeta-ble Soup
2. Fried Chicken Wings
3. Fried Chicken Gold Fingers
4. Chicken Chop Suey
5.Subgum Shrimp Chow Mein
6. Beef Pepper Steak and Tomatoes
7. SWEET AND SOUR WON TON

MIDNIGHT MADNESS
Friday and Saturday

10:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.

Chilli or Chowder 25¢/ cup 75¢/bowl

hi<:d Won Ton "ith Barh.:..:ucd Pork and Span: R1h, .

8. Barbeued Pork Egg Foo Young
9. Barbecued Pork Fried Rice
10. Dessert .... Pineapple

in

Humphrey's
Dover
is OPEN for BREAKFAST
6:30 a~m. every morning
(Thank-you for the return ·o f the sign)

PORTSMOUTH

2466 Lafayette Rd.

·ouRHAM & DOVER NH
868-flil ~~ 749-<>M~

DOVER
48 Third Street

·436-3343 or
742-0040 or
436-9593
742-9816
..____________________

~
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- - - - ~ ~ ~-.-~DISASTER---~ -~( continued from page 1)

and ordered his men to play their
accident been real.
Reporters, photographers and part in the excercise. They were
television camermen who were told to get within 20 feet of the
covering the simulation were also buring (smoking) truck and put
asked to - play a part in the out the fire. In the process one of
dramatization. They were told to Wahl's men was supposed to and
act aggre~~ive "as if the situation did, act as if he was overcome by
smoke and collapse.
were real.
Wahl said later, had the disaster
Borner said he was involved in
an accident in New Jersey in which been real, the simulation would
-60 000 drums of hazardous have been very accurate up to this
ch;micals exploded. The media, point. However, instead of
according to Borner, expecially continuing to try and find out what
ABC news, "literally tried to evade chemical was in the truck "he
the road blocks. They risked their would have let it go," after his first ,
lives," he said, '1ust to get good man went -down.
"There's no sense in trying to
footage. This is a serious security
save a truck," Wahl .said. "The first
concern."
Shortly after the police trainee _mission of a fire fighter is to rescue
collapsed, Newington Fire Chief (people), the second is to protect
Larry Wahl arrived on the scene property."

Wahl said in a real situation he'd simulation a real call did come in
be lucky to have three men from that in effect proved the validity of
the (Newington) Fire Department Borner's exercise. Three railroad
present.
cars, two of which were carrying
Had the disaster been real, Wahl liquid substance, derailed in
also said they would have had
Portsmouth. Fortunately, there
evacuate everyone in the area from was no spillage and the incident
the drainage ditch behind the was "not of a serious nature."
River Bend Hotel up to the
"We selected the Great Bay area
Railroad tracks and across the as the simulated location because
Spaulding Turnpike. Dover Point the ground falls off sharply there,"
would also have to be cleared out, Osgood said. "With the chemical
he said.
leaking out of the truck as it was
"Do we have accomondations supposed to, it would have gone
for these people?" Borner asked. right into the Bay."
"If this were real, a toxic cloud
According to Borner, "If this
would cover a significant area. were real (the simulation), the
These types of questions have to be· _ ·pollution would be more real. The
asked," he said.
chemical would sink to the bottom
Ironically, in the m_iddle of the and involve massive fishkill."
For this reason, the Coast
·Guard as:"(ell as the Environmental ·Proiecti<;>n Agency, the New
Hampshire Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission,
and State Police were all involved
in the disaster response exercise.
"The problem with this type of
accident," said Osgood, "is that
there are so many agencies, so
many people involved, that
coordination of forces becomes a
major problem."
State trooper Stuart said that as
of Monday state troopers will be
strictly enforcing Federal Law
CFR49, the Federal Department
of Transportation's regulations on
hazardous material and waste
transportation. Among other
th.ings, Butes said they'll "be
What we do at MITRE is as far as a decade ahead of what others conlooking fot correct placading,
sider the state of the art.
proper emergency equipment,
labels,
and driver qualifications."
As General Systems Engineer for C 3 - Command, Control and Com"We're very serious about this,"
munications - for the U.S. Air Force Electronic Systems Division, it's
he emphasized.
our challenge to look beyond tomorrow to the world of 5 or 1O years from
Although water was used in the
now. To analyze and engineer one-pf-a-kind systems that will be, more~
simulation, Borner said the
chemical that was · supposed to
than current well into the 1990's.
pour out of the tanker,
trichlorethylene; "goes throught
Our efforts have attracted many of the most accomplished experts in
every community in New
their fields. Engineers responsible for remarkable advances in areas inHampshire." Pharmaceutical
cluding computer systems, systems software, systems architecture,
companies as well as veterinarians
radar systems, and satellite and terrestrial transmission. ~ngineers yo~'II
and dry cleaners use it, he said.
be working with who can advance your career a decade in technolog_1es
"It's a common disinfectant."
including fiber optics, computer security, sensor technology and voice
Dr. Thomas Smith, a
toxicologist with IBM played the
recognition.
role of manager of the XYZ
Chemical .Company in the
Excellence is nurtured in every way possible at- MITRE. Facilities, comsimulation. XYZ Company owned
pensation and benefits to attract and keep the finest people. Full tuition
the truck that was involved in the
reimbursement plus on-going, in-house lecture series from the unique
accident.
MITRE Institute to promote your continued education. Plus exceptional
"Unfortunately chemicals are
project mobility and dual ladder career pathing to get you where you
part of our life, part of our
want to be, at your pace.
society," Smith said. "Accidents
happen in densely populated
areas."
If you like 1O more years wisdom - without the wrinkles - come to
"People want quality of .life,"
MITRE.
Smith said, "without quality of
exposure."
As stand in manager of the
Chemical Company Smith
authorized police to call a clean-up
company to come and take care of
the accident. As shipper of the
trichlorethylene, his company
would assume all clean-up costs.
MITRE will be conducting campus interviews Wednesday, Dec. 9, 1981
Jet Line Services, a hazardous
Contact your Placement Office to arrange an interview if you are a BS,
materials response team, and a Jet
MS, or Ph.D. candidate in:
Line Oil Pollution Control tanker
truck, came to clean - up the
accident.
Electrical Engineering
"For the money," said the
Computer Engineering
General Manager of Jet Line, "we
don't mind taking the risk ( of
Computer Science
cleaning up)."
Mathematics
"Although it is too early to
Physics
comment on the effectiveness of
the response to the disaster,"
Osgood said, ••everyone involved
If you are not able to interview with us on this date, send your resume to
reacted with appropriate degree of
Philip H. Hicks at The MITRE Corporation, Burlington Road, Bedford, MA
concern. It was a complete
01730.
success."
•Tve learned there's a defmite
U.S. Citizenship required. MITRE is an equal opportunity employer
need for the Hazardous Waste
actively seeking applications under its affirmative action program.
Course," said 29 year old program
trainee David Brennan. · ••There
were a lot of mistakes out there.
Nobody controlled the crowd."
Walter Edgecomb, another
trainee, said he wants to be a safety
officer-involved in regulation when
he graduates from the hazardous
waste program. ··Generally," he
said, •Tm learning to have a lot of
respect for spills such as these."

ADD
TENYEABS
TOYOUR
THINKING.

University of New Hampshire
Interviews
Wednesday, Dec.9, 1981

MITRE

to
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the base of the slope.
Pete Kilbinie, a junior, said he
wasn't going to classes Tuesday
(" J. Geils promised me excuse
slips'') and did a pretty good
imitation of J. Geils on stage.
On the stairs just above him,
sophmore John Johanne,
freshman Arnold .. Turtle"
Thomas,. and freshman Brian
Kindlan were "getting Geilized ."
"To become Geilized," said
Kindlan, .. you let the music seduce
you." ,

(continued from page 2)

an hour ago were in front of them. manager Todd Zappala, as he tned
. Kindlan says he lives IO miles
to get p·eople to form a narrow line
from J. Geils 's home in
. When the doors opened at 7:30, throughout the MUB.'
Massachusetts.
the crowd fought its way to the
The people on the hill rushed to
steps.
Bµt because nothing was roped
off, the crowd filled the foyer in
Jim Borsari, SCOPE's business front of the ticket booth, making it
the steps at. about 6 a.m. Tuesday
manager, said they had four of impossible for people • to get
morning, ca using everyone to push
their people outside, but there was through.
their way into a compact mob and
leaving behind a refuse pile of no cr.owd control.
sleeping bags, beer bottles and •
By -the time the ticket booth
A Durham policeman said
general garbage.
"when the doors were opened, opened at 9:30 a·.m.,. the line had
there was only one policeman on narrowed somewhat and a roar
The mood of the crowd changed duty," who was inside the MUB. went up in the crowd.
drastically after this. Those who
had waited in line all night were
"We didn't expect the crowd to
But grumblings could be heard
irate that students who had arrived be this big," said MU B building from within.

JI "';,~
51-53 MA1N ST.
~INC.

DURHAM, N. H.

NICKS

· Visa Pr_o 1250 Hair Dryer
Reg. $16.95

Main Street Durham

Now $11.95

RED'S

AlSO

-~·

Visa 1200 Compact Hair Dryer
Reg. $14.95

You'll enjoy our

I

class.·

WISHES
EVERYONE A
VERY HAPPY
THANKSGIVING

Now ·s l0.95

•

BtBINEERS
.

.

Old Dover Rd. Newington

Hannon's
16 Third St. Dover
&11c£«Kr£r,«it1ter «R{ffe. _
!feark ·J ana'wtc£es ·
0.Jt«f/fySlafs «ncfJe«foor£
{(Jl!f[ll_C O/JtJ1t fi[ fiqp{cfosHlff

One bystander said it all,
though, as he picked his way
through the bedraggled crew
waiting on the MUB stairway.
"If J. Geils only knew_ ;,

TEL. 868-2280

\\Ill/
CAllE

Tlmberlands
And

"They should have had the
people sleep'ing inside and
sectioned off so this wouldn't have
happened," · said another angry
student.

CARE phARMACY

e--J'1.

The
Neu, Hamp•hire

"This is bullshit," said Bruce
Weeks, a former hill partier.
"There are people up front who got
here at 5 a.m."

-cJHI£

sek~fiolt o(J11tpo'f~r£ Mlftfom&.mc

Oee'r.J /JllrfWHte.
CRs«arrfress -ofo reserY(l/ions 11eecler£

.

ATEX Is a fast-growing company founded to apply t~chnology to solve special
problems In the graphic arts and publlshlng Industry. In eight years, our PDP
11 /34 systems have become benchmarks In the newspaper, magazine and Inplant printing markets. This success Is a result of a team effort by people who
are the best In their professions. We are looking for people who wlll become
major contributors In the ·development of our future products. We seek
.lndlvlduals who want an opportunity to grow and develop In a technical
environment that rewards demonstrated ablllty and offers continuing
challenges.
·
If you are graduating In Electrical Engineering or Computer Science, we have
growth opportunities In both Hardware and Software Devlopment.
Current Hardware projects Involve state-of-th-e -art Winchester disk
technology, micro-sequencer technology, micro-processor appllcatlons, and
graphic display technology.
Current Software development Is In the areas of remote processing and
distributed processing appllcatlons, Interactive graphics, communications
processing and microprocessor based Interfaces. Programming ls In both
assembly and higher level languages.
We are located In Bedford, MA, close to Route 128. Compensation at ATEX ls
considered above average In the area, and the benefits package Includes
company-paid health/dental Insurance, life Insurance, long-term dlsablllty
coverage and pension plan.
If you are a Junior student and seek summer employment for 1982, ATEX Is the
place to be. The above description applies, and we will Interview students for
our Internship program during our visits.

Please explore these opportunities with us on

December 4, 1981

~,~,_

·

15 Wiggins Avenue, Bedford,· MA 01730
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H
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This Holiday Season

DISCOV ER
THE

UNIVER SITY'S
BOOKST ORE

Your sOlution to holiday gift shopping is
right on campus with special hours after
Thanksgiving

Plan to take a walk over and browse our full stock of gift books, New York Graphics,
calendars, posters and stocking stuffer supplies.
Your favorite photo can be transfered to Christmas cards, your spouse's degree may
be laminated on a beautiful wall plaque or find an interesting world globe for that little
niece or nephew.
And all at SPECIAL PRICES to benefit members of the University community.
Charges are available with Faculty/Staff ID or use VISA/ MasterCard.

CHRISTMAS HOURS
OUR HOURS:
8:00-5:30 11 /30-12/23
8:00-4:30 Monday-Friday
until 11/30
OPEN ALL SATURDAYS
IN DECEMBER UNTIL CHRISTMAS
9 AM - 4:00 PM
- If you are driving: Turn on Main Street at New Hampshire Hall. The store is located by
the visitors parking in_the lot at the bottom of the hill.

Save time, Money, Gas and find the perfect gift today!

~-»:•~~=~~-x.~
x-~~=~~•X•~~~
•:«
:~•~MM •• li~·
• ~-~M
:~•:«MM
M
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·Universit y Forum
The art of cutthroats
"Hey, if they're gonna be cutthroats, you ·gotta be a
cutthroat yourself to get what you want," the tanned, hotcombed guy said after the ordeal was over. He could have
been talking about the business world he would soon be
entering with a hotel management degree. But he wasn't.
He was talking about art.
It was three o'clock last Thursday afternoon when I sat
down on the cold floor outside the MU B's CarrollBelknap room and began to wait. 21 students ( I counted)
were ahead of me, and one ,by one, more filled in behind
me. We were all waiting for the Art Department's special
pre-registration for its spring courses, which started at
seven o'clock that evening.
, There were no priorities. The· senior was on equal
footing with the freshman, and all that mattered was your
place in line. So we waited. And waited. My-butt was sore
and my leg fell asleep, but still we waited, more and more
of us, as the line stretched down the hall and disappeared
around the comer.
We were a good line - a patient line, a structured line
- that molded a chaotic mass of bodies into a structured
unit of humanity. An artist would have been proud of us.
Our line possessed those same qualities that distinguish
the cultured person from the savage beast, the qualities
that make art possible in an often ugly world.
At five-thirty, the doors were opened,-and we filed into
the room where neat rows of chairs awaited our neat row
of people. And we waited some more, reading or talking
somewhat nervously to neighbors, the comp<:_tition,
possible futurf.:! classmates.
"If I don't get Photography, I may go out and kill
myself," said the hotel management major who sat next
to me. He was joking - I think.
"Can I take a picture if you do?" I asked. "It would
make a great shot for when I'm in Photography." I was
ahead of him by one place in line, and thP.refore one
degree more at ease.
At six-thirty, they spread the sign-up sheets on the
table and read off the number of openings in each course.
10 spaces here, five there - certainly there were not
enough spaces for the people who filled the room and
. spilled out the door into the hall.
But where I sat in the third row, there was hope - not
first-ro)V confidence, or last-row despair --- but a shaky
hope that maybe all those people in front of me didn't
want Photography. Maybe all they wanted was
Ceramics, or something as harmless as Drav.·ing I.
"I bet I could sell my place in line for a good sum," I
joked out loud. Several people in rows behind me stared
at me with faces that said "How much'?" These people

David Foster
really wanted art courses and the tension in the room
simmered in a pot of fist-clenched waiting.
Suddenly the pot boiled over and the lid popped off.
Out of thin air appeared The List. The Art Department
had posted a sheet on the door of the _Carroll-Belknap
Room earlier that day, to be signed by people as they
arrived to wait. But early in the afternoon, they decided
against the idea, and they took down the list.
And now the lady was trying to tell us that the names
on The List had priority. A rumble of protest spread
through the room. Indignant cries of"Unfair!"and "We
weren't told!" shot through the air, as those who had
waited so long suddenly realized they were being preempted by mystery names on The List, people who hadn't
even waited for the ink to dry on the door's sign-up sheet
before they took off, only to show up again at seven·
·
o'clock.
The Hotel guy rose to the defense of our sacred line.
"'We've been waiting here for four hours or more!" he
yelled, adding "I wonder how much air there will be in
your tires when you go home tonight."
But the Art Department had made its decision, and
they started to call off names on The List. That's when
hell bro'ke loose in the Carroll-Belknap Room. People on
The List went up to the tables, but so did others; thinking
they could sneak their names onto the sign-up sheets.
Front-row people signed up and left, and others snuck
into their seats ahead of us.
Students were going everywhere, and the teachers
shouted a medley of musical-chair commands that had
everyone standing up then sitting down again, more
confused than ever. The security of our orderly line had

been shattered, and the field was open to those who could
openlng and dive into it. The sheep' h'a d turned 1nto .
see
.,
wolves.
More sensitive souls got up~d left, disgusted. A girl in
the back row began to cry. The.Hotel guy- defender of
Truth, Justice, and The Line - wormed his way to the
front and got his name on the list for Photography. I
clung to my seat, as if my place in line still meant
something.
Finally, I got my chance a-t the table. There had been 15
spaces in Photography, and 21 people ahead of the in line.
So how come I was ninth on the waiting Jist?
I walked numbly out of the room, where scores of
hopeful students waited in the hall.I smiled bitterly at the
last student in line, a bewildered young man who would
be lucky if they let him sign up to sweep the halls at Paul
Arts Center.
The Hotel guy came up to me as l fumbled with my
coat. "How'd ya make out?" he smiled, his canines
glistening in the cold glare of fluorescent light.
"Ninth on the waiting list," I replied. He started talking
about cutthroats, as his way of apologizing for cutting
ahead of me and the o,hers .. I just smiled weakly and
walked into the quiet of a cold November night, shaking
my head in wonder at what people will do ... for the sake of
art.

an

David Foster is becoming rapidly re-acquainted with
University bureaucracy as he returns after an 18-month
absence to finish his senior year in environmental
,
conservation and journalism.

Bob Fisher

What's all this fuss

The hostile reaction of the Adminstration to Mr.
Stockman 's comments reveals an inherent trait of
government to cover-up the truth when it is inconsistent
with the Ad!!}jl}stration 's goals. While budget p~ojections
can never be considered fact, those made --bf-bavia·
Stockman last winter were clearly fantasfos ·that eveif
Presid~nt Reagan recently admitted were wrong.
David Stockman had a strong suspicion last winter
that the numbers were wrong, but he still peddled them
off to House and Senate committees. Members of these
committeees needed "good , numbers'; in order to
intelligently make economic decisions that would affect
the welfare of every American. If Mr. Stockman had
giyen these. lawmakers more.. accurate. fi~ures to work
with, we might _have ended up with a sensible economic
· · · - -------· ·
recovery plan.
But he didn't. Perhaps David Stockman is not to
blame. After all, how long do you think he would have
lasted in Washington if he said last winter that the
President's plan would produce large budget deficits?
How long would he have lasted if he told the truth?
David Stockman is not alone. Every government
. official is under the same pressure to shape the "truth" to
fit Adminstration policies. This is not unique to the
Reagan Adminstration; - it can happen under any
·
President.
Perhaps ~uch behavior can't be avoided. Imagine the
chaos that would result if every government official said
and did what he or she pleased. Because such truthbending is an_ ~navoidable characteristic of every
government offic!al who wants to retain their job, we
must be wary of 1t.
We must learn to question the supposed "facts" of
Adminstration officials and not passively acc~pt them.

What 's all this fuss about David Stockman?
He told the truth
Since when are people sent "to the woodshed" for a
whipping after supper for felling the truth?
Mr. Stockman, director of the Office of Management
and Budget, reveafed through a series of interviews
printed in the December issue of The Atlantic Monthly
that President Reagan's budget had been based on overly
optimistic projections. Stockman said of the economic
recovery program, "We didn't think it all the waythrough," and "we didn't add up all the numbers." His
budget projections were wrong.

Martha Tho1nas

Non-euphotic bliss

cumulative grade pomt average scale.
Copepods, said my Oceanography teacher, are tiny
I picture humans whose great risks involve growing a
animals that travel in swarms. "They are the insects of the
mustache or getting a haircut, and whose activities
sea," he said.
include nervously twitching to music on weekends. These
They filter-feed, remaining passive as nutrient-rich
activities also serve their purpose in keeping creatures
water simply floats through them. They have no active
afloat in what we term the "social norm."
means of mobility, but allow the currents of the ocean to
The euphotic zone, that dog-eat-dog world where they
joggle them about or transport them where it may.
sun shines, is the place where most c9pepods choose to
Copepods, according to my teacher have only one real
live. There may be some who choose to explore greater
goal in lifr: to stay in the euphotic zone--the zone at the
depths of that dark, mysterious ocean, however, once a
surfar:~ where the sun shine_s and the plants grow. If a
copepod does this, he is no longer a copepod, but some
copepod sinks below this zone, there will not be enough
evolved, independent, undefinable animal. ·
vegetation to support his habit of filter-feeding, and he
will be forced to either evolve to an independent creature,
or sink further to nothingness.
Copepods are clever though, and have developed
Martha Thomas is Features editor of The New
methods such as growing varioµs hairs and spines (to
Hampshire and doesn't like being called a fish.
increase their volume and decrease mass) or keeping in
constant motion (a sort of nervous twitching) to keep
themselves afloat in that part of the ocean where the sun
shines. ·
After this lecture, referred to by my professor as "the
lifestyles of the copepod and other related species," I
couldn't get the image of that animal out of my mind.
Something happened the other day that made me
So, in partial response to a rather simplistic article that
realize that our cat is a non-pet. He's not wild, exactly.
appeared on this page on the very day of the copepod
But then he's not what you'd ·call domesticated, either.
lecture, an article in which a young woman compared
He's independent. But not aloof. In a manner of speaking
plastic,
gobbling
fishbowl
a
in
fish
to
UNH
at
students
we co-exist, our cat and us.
tasteless food, I am·taking it upon myself to examine the
Before I get into what happened I should explain that
copepod, and what, in fact, we can all learn from this
we recently moved to a house in an isolated woodland
arthropod.
area. Cats (if you own one, you'll know) do not enjoy
What can we learn from an animal whose goal in life is
being uprooted and moved. Ours promptly disappeared
to remain in that sunny, comfortable part of the ocean
into it's new surroundings. After five catless days, we
despite the fact that in the euphotic zone, survival is
assumed that he had either joined the food-chain or had
extremely competitive? ("It's a dog-eat-dog world there,"
found lodgings more to his liking. Just when we had
said my professor.)
grown accustomed to his absence, he showed up again.
The animal survives by traveling in a swarm. The
His stint in the woods must have taught him something
animal filter-feeds. The animal is basically lazy, and there
because he was a changed cat. It took me a day or so to
are so damned many of them in the ocean (the 600 species
figure out exactly what was missing. He had lost his
of copepods comprise 60% of the total zooplankton in
swagger. The woods had taught him, if I can use the
_
_ __
·
productive waters).
nearest human term, a sort of humility. He stalked
Copepods, in fact, go quite literally with the flow; they
arourid the house uneasily. What cat horrors he
are carried by currents. The only activity in which they
visualized behind the sofa, I'll never know . He preferred
purposefully engage is growing hair or twitching, and
to be outside . Some nights he would sleep in the garage,
these only to insure flotation.
but the nights he got locked out didn't seem to faze him.
For some reason, an image of a swarm of students
He seemed to be constantly alert. If he was taking his
standing in line for concert tickets springs to mind .
customary cat-naps he ':Vas doing it in privacy. He still,
enormous
an
into
crowding
Or an image of students
however, enjoyed being handled and responded to our
lecJure hall for a science course, a course not designed to
... _ .
~i~l} bi..s)2ii t9w-cat _m~t.9r. _
a.ffocti.o11
•
"
e~pM1tl· -the ··m100 ~out ·to insure ·t1ofafion . bn. the (
One day last week I was watching him through the

Bob Fisher has a point.

·cats

Gerald Duffy

-

kitchen window. It was an idle moment and, asl sipped
my coffee, I studied him as he took up his vantage point
on the edge of the deck. A few feet from the bird-feeder.
This was normal for him . We'd tried to break him of his
bird-worrying tactics, but gave up when we saw that the
birds, mostly chickadees, nuthatches and juncos, were
too fast -for his rather obvious stalking. The feeder is
crudely fashioned from a four-by-four post with a
plywood platform nailed to it some four feet off the
ground, Anyway, the cat was sitting near the feeder,
looking past it and all huddled up against the cold wind.
Gusts rippled his fur and the pale sunlight edged his coat
like a halo. He looked statuesque and sort of serene.
There was no warning as he sprang. In one swift instant
he left the edge of the deck and covered the distance to the
feeding platform with impressive grace. His tours de
force left him hanging by one paw from the feeder. In
between the other paw and his teeth he held a small
chickadee. The feathers, which had exploded from the
bird, gently drifted to earth. The cat let go his grip on the
feeder and skulked off into the dark privacy under the

deck.
I couldn't believe what I had undoubtedly seen. How
could it happen so fast? Is life savage, or what, I thought?
I finished my coffee.
.....

-..

...: ,,

,..

Gerald Duffy is a junior English major here at UN H.
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Ed·itorial
Program faces cuts for wrong reasons
This semester more than 200 students will
receive academic credit through the Field
Experience program.
However, Coordinator of Field Experiences
Robert McCaffery has been notified to terminate
the program next semester for WSBE students
involved in student organizations. This action
stems from a feeling that jobs in student
organizations are not academically fulfilling.
This rather general response to ·terminate
certain aspects of the program fails to address
the main problems with Field Experience.
The program places students· in positions
(both on and off campus) related to their major
field of study. In the past, students have worked
for the Durham Historic Association, WBBX
Radio, IBM, Seacoast Saving Bank, The New
England Center, and countless others. Also,
students have participate in student

organizations where they worked as clerks,
managers, and accountants, among countless
other occupations.
A series of papers are required from the
student to document the learning process. The
intent is to 'reach beyond' the required work of
an organization and. relate the experience to a
specific field of study and possible carreer path.

Elimination of this program, which provides a
clearing house of,job opportunities to many
undergraduates, is a poor remedy to the
problem... comparable to the old cliche' ofletting
one bad apple discount the entire lot Instead, the
critisism should be aimed at supplementing the
existing program.

Unfortunately, because of inconsistencies in
the program, several students who participated
in the past received credits with relative ease.
,Surely, concern expressed about the Field
Experience program is justified, but not because
participation in a student organization is not a
viable learning experience. Because it is. Rather,
critisism should be directed at the failure by
Field Experience to consistently challenge
students to access their learning and relate this

If Field Experience would increasingly utilize
faculty 'mentors', and tighten-up the
requirements ofthe program by requiring several
interviews with people currently employed in the
· area of interest, (and more papers) students
would receive· the attention necessary to apply
classroom learning to actual work experience.
Some of this work occurs now, but
inconsistencies continue to damage the
credibility of this otherwise beneficial program.

to future career decisions.
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Letters
safety issues ·from being railroaded
over in the regulatory process. ,
Recently, SAPL filed an appeal with
the Dist-rict of Columbia Circuit Court
of Appeals. of a decision which
effectively denied SAPL 's request for
an evacuation feasibility hearing for
the area surrounding Seabrook
Station . Under certain accident
scenarios, the public could not possibly
be evacuated safely, and SAPL
contends that the plant should not be
issued an operating license until public
safety can be guaranteed.
SAPL has also recently filed to be an
intervenor in the operating license
proceedings, the last safety review
process before the Seabrook plant gets
its license to begin operation. SAPL is
in need of more public support for its .
work and would welcome new
members. The organization address is
SAPL. 5 Market St., Portsmouth,
N.H. 03801
Jane Doughty

To the Editor:
In regards to your front page article
concerning Elaine Dewey's suit against
the University, I would like to say that I
was very relieved to read John Hose's
statement that Ms. Dewey "wijs riot in
any way shape or form fired because of
her written or spoken concerns for her
father." It is very reassuring to know .
that this University supports one's
freedom to express concerns through
the editorial page and will 9ot ta~e
disciplinary action against any of their
employees exercising this freedom.
In view of that may I say, GO
ELAINE GO! GOOD LUCK AND
BEST WISHES. THANK YOU FOR
STANDING UP FOR THE RIGHTS
AND PROTECTION OF ALL
WOMEN. THANK YOU FOR
ST ANDING UY FOR JUSTICE
AND HONOR. THANK YOU FOR
MAKING A FUSS. THANK YOU
FOR BEING PROUD. THANK YOU
FOR CHALLENGING THE LIP
To the Editor:
SERVICE THIS UNIVERSITY
I am pleased to announce the
PAYS TOWARDS THE STATUS
existence of an Alcohol Advisory
OF WOMEN EMPLOYEES.
on campus and to take this
THANK YOU, THANK YOU, Committee
opportunity to familiarize you with
THANK YOU.
their services and function on campus.
Carolyn Barnes It is a relatively new committee
Secretary
·
f
Nesmith Hall concerned with the promotion o
responsible drinking with the primary
target group being undergraduates.
Members of the Committee are from
all facets- of the University, and their
To the Editor:
goals cover three general areas: 1)
We are addressing Campus Security
Education, 2) Resource and
regarding disabled people . and
Information Development, and 3)
Prevention, Intervention, and
accessibility. Recently, UNH has b~en
increasing its awareness of the barriers
Outreach.
which decrease mobility for disabled
The Committee members are hoping
people·. This awareness has affected the
to integrate the various servjces
entrance to Huddleston Hall and has
available on campus and would like to
improved MUB facilities .
.
be kept informed ofanyalcohol related
Yet barriers go beyond the physical
issues/ projects in which you might be
involved. They are also available to
Iimitati'ons of a building. Some of the
most difficult barriers to overcome are
provide assistance in programming,
formed·/ by attitudes and beliefs--social
possible funding, and to act as a
-barfi~rs.
resource for information. They
This week at the MUB, a member of welcome suggestions on how they, as
Campus Security, in his efforts to clear the Alcohol ,:\dvisory Commit~ee, c_an
an aisle for normal traffic flow made a_ be of -::ervice to the University
c·omment which reflects social barriers. -- community._
.
A question directed to a man standing
If you wish a_ny assistance or can
with a woman in a wheelchair was,
offer any suggestions , ple~se feel free to
"Could you put the lady over there?" I
contact any of the following members:
am suggesting that his approach to
Ellen ~ecker
.
. clearing the aisle was inappropiate .
Committee Co-Chair
By addressing the man instead of the
woman and his choice of words may
have caused unnecessary discomfort.
Perhaps it would have been more
appropiate to speak to the lady and ask
her personally to move to the side. The
Campus Security member would then
have overcome one social barrier by
admitting that disabled p~ople still
have the ability to communicate.
Barbara Rath '84
James Vincent '85

Alchohol

Disabled

SAPL
To the Editor:
I feel compelled to respond a profile
article that was written about me and
published without my knowledge or
consent in the Tuesday. November 17
issue of The New Hampshire. When I
agreed to be the subject of Mr.
Rooney's . profile, it was with the
understanding that the. profile was
being done to satisfy a writing
requirement for an English class and
that Mr. Rooney had no intention of
submitting the article for publication.
All of the remarks in the article that are
in quotation marks, ostensibly
n:rbatim quotations from me. are Mr.
Rooney's paraphrasings. He took
almost no notes and did not use a tape
recorder during the interview. A couple
of remarks I don't recall having .made
at all.
Mr. Rooney has apologized for the
embarassment this has caused and I
have accepted his apology because I
believe that it was sincere. 1 believe that
in the future he will fulfill his ethical
responsibilities to his interviewees. and
i have faith that he meant well.
I feel that a profile of me was not
appropiate for the newspaper; an
article about SAPL and the
organization's work would have been
worthwhile. It is not impoi:tant who 1
am . I follow a long line of dedicated
and hard-working people who have
· contrivuted a great deal to SAPL and
the cause of protecting . the
environment and safety of seacoast
residents. What is im•portant is
clarification of the challenges that
SAPL is facing in its efforts to prevent

Counseling & Testing Center
2-2090
Joanne Alessandrini
Education Subcommittee Chair
Alumni Office

2-2040
Brent Loy
Resource & InformationSubcommittee
Chair-Plant Science
2-120S
Carol Lowe
Committee Co-Chair
Women's Athletics
2-1822
Martha Byam Fincke
& Policy Subcommittee
Chair
Dean of Students Office
2-2136

Outreach

Barbara Cavanaugh
Budget Subcommittee Chair
Health Services
2-1530
Thank you.
J. Gregg Sanborn
Dean for Student Affairs

Film
To the Editor:
I wish to take this opportunity to hail
the C.B.S. television presentation of
"Skokie," a documentary-type film on
the confrontation between the
National Socialist Party et al vs. the
Town of Skokie, lll., Tuesday evening.
The movie outlined to perfection the
events occurring in Skokie during the
summer of 1977, calling attention to
several important points.
I've been personally 'moved' by films
in the past, yet, this particular one
seemed to strike me in the head
directly. I am half-Jewish by parentage,
yet, brought up in the Cathol\c faith.
My father is an American, Jewish, was
born in Germany, and lived through
the Holocaust.
I can wholeheartedly emulate the
feelings of the daughter of _the su~v_ivor
in the film, through experiences m my
upbringing. "Skokie" was completely
open and truthful in the expression of
these feelings. I was really glad to see
that there are others with the same
feelings as I, so, I don't have to

continue hating myself for not being
able to feel my father's or his family's
pain.
The upholding of the right of free
speech, clearly the major emphasis of
the film, is paramount to the well-being
of the people in the this great country.
Many of us don't realize the grave
importance of this and the fact that we
are so very lucky to live in a nation
whose laws guarantee us this right. In
recognition of this fact I must also
praise the ACLU for its stand and legal
representation thereof. .
Man's inhumanity to his fellow man
is the worst possible crime and the fight
to prevent this must continue in this
nation and others.
Perhaps through educational films
as ••skokie, ,,. this fight may be
reemphasized and refueled so we may
continue the quest for "freedom and
justice for all." Thank you!
,
Peter Schlesiriger

El Salvador
To the Editor:
How many students have
complained openly about the problems
at UN H'! How many can say they have
kept their comments to less th,an one a
day? Well next time a student opens his
mouth to spurt petty complaints like,
"there is too much homework" or more
legitimate complaints dealing with .
hazardous waste, he should remember
that there are universities where you get
killed for being a student.
·
The following is a petition generated
by the Committee in Solidarity with the
People of El Salvador (CISPES).
Fellow students:
In El Salvador the academic
community has been majo farget of
government repression . From the time
that the Junta took over the
government in October 1979, until
June 1981, 179 teachers and more than
1,000 students have been killed.
In June 1980, 500 troops stormed the
National University, the largest
university in El Salvador, killing many
and arresting more than 100 people.
The University has been closed since
then and used as.: military garrison. A
few months later, the Rector of the
University and president of the World
University Service was assassinated.
This year, 20 members of the High
University Council were seized during
a meeting and subsequently

Happy
Thanksgiving
from your Durham
Red Cross
Blood-Progra-m
See you in December!

SUNDAY, DEC. 6th - 12 to 5

M.T.W. DEC. 7, 8, 9 - 10 to 3
MOB

i~prisoned without charge for nearly
two months.
We, the undersigned members of the
University of New Hampshire
commµnity are ,profoundly concerned
about the violation of human rights in
El Salvador and the repression of the
academic community in particular. We
find the closure of the University and
treatment of its administration,
faculty, and students to be an
intolerable situation.
A functioning National University
and the establishment of full academic
freedQID are necessary to the free
exchange of information and ideas
without which a people cannot exercise
their basic rights. In particular, an open
National University is essential to free
democratic elections.
Therefore. we urge that the
government of El Sal'vador
immediately:
I. Remove all military personnel
from the National University and its
environs:
2. Reopen the National University
under full academic control, regular
curriculum, and normal student
admission policy, without government
· interference:
3. Bring an end to the harassment,
incarceration and murder of the
teaching community.
We call on all nations and
international bodies to exert their
influence on the government of El
Salvador toward these goals.
If you wish to sign the petition visit
the information table in the MU B. or
contact Robyn Frick, Box 111,
Barrington, NH 03825 .
Robyn W. Frick

-iibout lettenThe~ _NeK· Hamps/Jirt' accepts _all
responsible letters to the editor and
prints them as space allows. but
cannot guarantee the inclusion of any
~k~
,
To be published. letters must be
~igned. and include address and
telephone number for verification.
All letters must be typed, double
spaced and a maximum of 300 words:
all are subject to condensation. Final
decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to : The Editor. -The
New Hampshire, Room IS .I.
Mcmu,ial Uni~n Building. UNH.
Durham. N.H. 03824

/
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·NOW AVAILABLE
lil

MUSO De/Rossi'§ Celebrates The Harvest Season

Week-End Dinner
-Specials

Assistant
Business Manager

Sausages

will work with Business Manager next
semester and take the position in the '82-83
school year.

with White Wine _sauce
with green _beans & small salad

-S4.75
Lunch
Mon-Fri: 11:30 - 2:00 p.m.

Dinner

President for
1982/83 academic year
Train next semester to be President of the
largest programming student organization
at UNH.

Mon-Thurs.: ·4:00-8:00 p.m.
Fri & Sat.: 4:00-9:00 p.m.
Sun.: 4:00-8:00 p.m .

.~ l ~ c1osed 2:00-4:00 daily

·MUSO

"The Administration and

NEEDS A
PRODUCTION SECURITY
PERSON
FOR NEXT SEMESTER

Management _o f an

Paid position

Intentional Community"

Speakers:
.William & Iris Becker

No expe.r ience necessa~y
Great job experience for future

Involves technicaf arrangements &
scheduling

Tuesday, Dec. 1
at 7:30 p.m.

Working in PUB with bands

Applications available in ,

Ditnond Libracy .Forn~ Rootn

MUSO office

Room 148, MUB

\

Sponsored by the Society for Wholistic
Living.
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Arts & Features
Watch for
the stars
By Joel Folliard
A star may be born this Friday
or Saturday night in the MUB
Pub. On those two evenings, the
First Annual Student Talent Show
will make its debut.
The event will showcase a total
of thirty acts, with fifteen on
Friday night and fifteen on
Saturday night. Students from all
over campus will be competing for
a top prize of $150. Second prize in
the contest is $50 and a third prize
is a pair of tickets to the J. Geils
Band concert on December 5.
Each contestant will have
twenty minutes to present their act
and will be judged in four different
areas: the originality of the
performance, the quality of the
arrangement, the stage presence of
the performers and the overall
quality of the act itself.
Executive Producer Jim Puglisi
said that this year's show will differ
from ones previously presented.
"The difference is that we have
more funding and can therefore
offer more professional
production assistance, along with
larger prizes," he said.
The show is being sponsored by
seven organizations: SCOPE
(Student Committee on Popular
Entertainment), MUSO (Memorial Union Student Organization), PFO (Programming Fund
Organization), The New
Hampshire, the MUB Pub,
Pistachio's and The Student
Talent Committee.
Besides providing funding and
technical assistance, each
sponsoring group •will be
represented on the judging
committee. The judges are Jeff
Robichaud (Student Talent
Committee), Jim Borsari .
TALENT, page 17

Mound Builders cast digs doubles
By Todd Irvine
his lesser known full-length plays.
The Mound Builders may be the
Wilson is regarded by many as one
only play ever written about
of the finest young playwrights in
archaeologists.
America.
But don't be dissuaded by that.
"As an actor, I'd say he's one of
There's really much more to it.
the best writers to work with," said
The Mound Builders will be
Anders T ornberg, a member of the
presented by the University
cast. "He gives you so much to dig
Theatre December 1-5. There will . into .. .in terms of getting deep into
be a special preview November 30.
your character, as well as conflict."
It will be directed by Dr. Joseph D.
T ornberg added that he has
Batcheller.
worked on another Wilson play,
Lanford Wilson, the author of
ihe Rimers of Eldritch, and that
the play, is best know for The Hot
the best thing about this
1 Baltimore, The Fifth of July, and
production has been "The chance
the Pulitzer Prize winner Talley s to work with Lanford Wilson
Folly.
again."
The Mound Builders is one of
The play concerns a group of

archaeologists who make a
fantastic discovery one summer on
a dig. However, there is a highway
being built which will destroy the
site. This raises the question of
what should be preserved and what
should be discarded in the name of
progress.
The people working on this dig
are just that--people--and they
have personal conflicts of their
own to work out. As they live and
argue, the dig hangs like an
omnipresent cloud over them,
until personal and professional
values become hopelessly
entwined.
This production of The Mound

The Mound Builders will be performed in the Johnson Theater December 1-5. For ticket
information call 862-2292. (Stephen Davis photo)

Builders has been double-cast.
Two actors were assigned to each
part, creating two casts, who have,
for the most part, rehearsed
separately. They will perform on
alternate nights.
Scott Wilson (no relation to the
playwright), the show's Assistant
Director, explains: "Dr. Batcheller
double-cast the show for several
reasons. One is to give more people
a chance to work. Another is to
give the actors an oppportunity to
see how someone else might work
on their role. Hopefully, they
might learn something from each
other. The show was double-cast
primarily for educational
purposes."
Joe Kandra, another member of
the cast, adds that the experience
was unusual. "Sometimes it was
like looking at yourself in a mirror.
But then you'd see something and
say, hey ... maybe I ought to try
that...it (the double-casting) works
pretty well."
Lanford Wilson's dialogue is
powerful, and he occasionally uses
some potent words. Some of the
stronger ones were removed and
substituted with milder, less
offensive ones. Scott Wilson
explains, .. The words were
changed because they might be
offensive to some members of our
audience, and they weren't entirely
necessary to the conflict. Nothing
in any climactic scenes, where
the tensfon builds and the
atmosphere becomes very
explosive, nothing in those scenes .
was touched."
The Mound Builders is a-lot like
a Hitchcock film: through a series
of short, quick scenes, the tension
builds and builds until it becomes
unbearable--then everything
explodes just before the end. As
Tornberg says, "It really ought to
be pretty interesting._"

• •
Composer Undine Smith Moore discusses creat1v1ty
By Martha Thomas
Art, said Undine Smith Moore,
is the result of "tidings from that
unexplored country," the places
within our minds where memory
and creativity are stored.
Moore, in her address to the
audience that packed the Bratton
Room of the Paul Creative Arts
Center Tuesday, spoke of
childhood memories that
influenced her music, and stressed
that creativity can only occur when
one removes his or her"mask"and
allows for experience and greater
awareness.
In this society, said Moore, "we
can not risk awareness unaided."
We must "learn to listen, to be able
to listen to the messages sent to
us."
Moore's career as a composer,
arranger, pianist, educator, and
lecturer includes an assistant
professorship in the Music
Department at Virginia State
_c ollege, Arts-in-Education
Consultant for the Virginia Board
of Education, several visiting
professorships and residencies,
and an honorary Doctor of Music
degree from Indiana University.
She has won several awards for
her compositions and her students
include Billy Taylor (who
appeared at a residency sponsored
by the UNH Celebrity Series last
February).
"Pretty impressive for the
granddaughter of a slave,"
commented Cleveland L. Howard,
chairman of the UN H music

years old he stepped on a rusty
department.
The traditions of black music nail. This was before the invention
and black culture from African of penicillin. The funeral took
drum beats to the religious
place on a day when the aroma of
spirituals _of slaves have been orange blossoms was sweet and
influential in the development of fresh. "Now," said Moore, "the
smell of orange blossoms takes me
Moore's music.
there faster than the speed of
Of "Daniel Servant of the
Lord", one of the three
light."
compositions sung by the UNH
Unfortynately, said Moore,
"sometimes we're reluctant to
Concert Choir after her speech,
receive messages." The world, she
Moore said, "I absorbed the music
of my people without thinking
said, is new, various, and
confusing. · we wear masks to
about it," explaining that people
enable us to deal with this place
suggested that she transcribe
"where ignorant armies clash in the
some of the songs that she'd been
raised with. This song, she said, is· night," to temper our experiences.
The most fearful message of all,
one that her mother used to sing
she said, is the message of death. "I
softly to herself over and over as
think of my own p~ople," she said,
she peeled potatoes in the kitchen.
describing the strength with which
Recollections· of her childhood
death is confronted in certain
are ingrained in the "unexplored
pieces of music. She began to sing
country" of her mind, she said, and
in a soft, high tone, "Got to lie
surface when she least expects
down, how shall I rise .. .'pear.
them. She told of listening to blues
before the judgment morn."
music from the Library of
And she described a similar
Congress Archive collections and
song, a song sung with "force, with
recognizing hollars that took her
back to childhood memories of arrogance: Dig my grave long and
men returning from work in the . narrow, dig my grave deep and
strong," she said.
evening. "I cried at the timbre of
Moore's talk was concluded-by
those voices," she said. She hadn't
the Concert Choir's performance
realized before that time that such
of three of her works, "When
memories existed.
Suzanna Jones Wears Red," ••1
Artists, said Moore, know that
Believe This is Jesus," and "Daniel,
this place in the mind exists. "They
Servant of the Lord."
don't understand it," she said, "but
As the group sang her music, the
they know it's there." This place is
77 year-old Moore sat back in a
unrelated to conscious thought,
chair with her eyes closed. Her
she said, "it's the place where
shoulders moved with the rhythm
creativity lies."
and her lips mouthed the words.
When John Bragg was seven

Composer Undine Smith Moore spoke about art and music Tuesday
in the Bratton Room. (Tim Skeer photo
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From corn starch to
"One Sunday morning in the
early 1920's there was a railroad
wreck where what is now Route
125 runs through Barrington. The
·train had a load ofcom starch on it
and the peqple in town came down
and helped themselves to the
spilled cargo. My grandfather says
we didn't sell a box of corn starch
for half a year after the wreck. ,,
-Bill Calef
By Joanne Catz
Calef's Country Store in
Barrington still sells corn starch,
.has been in business for over one
hundred and thirteen years and in
the same family for five
generations. It's still very much an
original "country store" - and one
of the very few which still exist.
Store manager Bill Calef's great,
· great grandmother Mary Chesley
Calef mortgaged her farm, and
with the money saved from
teaching school, opened a store in
front of her home. "She succeeded
mostly on her own, and by real
hard work," said the store's current
owner, Bill's father, Roger Calef.
Over a century later the store is
still succeeding, although "it's
getting harder and harder to stay
afloat," as Bill maintains. "The
country store is a dying legacy and.
they never will be again."
Most country stores were
transformed to neighborhood
markets with the motor age and
now the supermarkets make stores
like Calers fight to keep alive.
But the impersonality of most
large grocery stores is perhaps a
reason why Calef's personal
atmosphere is such a welcome
difference. "We know over fifty
percent of the people that come in
on a first-name basis," says Mary
Atwood, who's been talking with
Calef's customers for nineteen

years.
. Bill pumps gas from the tanks
that are still out front and chats
and gossips with customers. "More
.politics go on here than they do at
Town Hall," Bill jokes. "People.
come here when they want to know
what's going on."
The store is as vital a
communication center as it was in
the nineteenth century. The phone
still rings to report fires and Calers
personnel also take ambulance
calls (the meat manager is the
ambulance driver). Most people
don't notice the fire horns located
on the store's roof which are
sounded to alert the firemen when
a fire has been called in. And the
crackle of a scanner which
monitors police calls can usually
be heard in the store office.
The store is still heated by a
wood stove, and a coal stove
warms the back room. Lard may
have been a popular item when
Bill's great, great grandmother ran
the store, while today vegetable
oils have taken over the market.
But many items from the past are
still sold at Calef's. Customers
come in to buy pickles from the
large wooden barrel that pickle
lovers empty in a week. Penny
candy now sells for three cents and
homemade bread and donuts are
made by local families who have
been loyal to Calers for years.
Mr. Clark has made homemade
fudge and peanut brittle and he
brings some in every other day, for
over twenty years. Argo laundry
starch is the oldest item Calef's
stocks, and the product delights
some of the store's oldest visitors
who remember, the outdated item
from their past.
Concentrating on supplying the
things people come to New
Englan~ to find jn a country store .

.
tourists,
.

Calef's -is ·- a. tradition

I

Caters Country Store in Barrington. (Tim Skeer photo)

has helped keep Caters from
closing its doors.
"Over 75 percent of our business
is tourist oriented," said Calef.
And it has to be. Mail orders are
what keep the store alive. Tons. of
cheese, aged two years in the
store's cellar, and maple syrup are
shipped across the U.S. and
Europe. T-shirts and tiny corn cob
pipes, both emblazoned with the
Calef name, go home with many of
the summer tourists.
Although maintaining th~ store

has taken work and gone through
changes, Calefs owner feels it's
been worth it. Roger Calef has
been at the store for.forty years. He
spent three years in the service."lt's
satisfying, "•he says, '"I've enjoyed
the years here."
Bill hadn't always planned to be
in the family business. He
graduated from Wentworth in
Boston and worked as an
electronics engineer for Sanders in
Manchester for three years. He
came back to the store because his

father became ill. "The pay is not
good," said Bill, "but I'm really
enjoying it. I like working here
much more.''
It's a nice place to work and an
equally nice place to visit. It was
the country store that tied the rural
areas into a community- gave it a
central point, sold food and goods,
and provided a place for the young
and the old to linger. At Calef's in
Barrington that touch of country
comfort can still be found. .

WHERE THE SUN NEVER . SHINES
AND THE PEOPLE
ALWAYS SPARKLE
COME SEE OUR
NEW LOOK

Wednesday Night Ladies Night

Where DeCadence is a way of life.
MEMBERS AND GUESTS ONLY
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-------.TALENT--(continued ~from page 15)
received another $400.
(SCOPE}, ,Jutie Lake (PFO), Rick
After receiving each potential
. Pinowarski, (MUSO), and Renee
Romano from SAF.Q (Student contestant's applica.tion, and their
refundable $5 aplication fee,
• Activities Funding _O rganization).
The idea for the show was- Puglisi began· the process of
.
.
scheduling the acts.
Puglisi 's . "We really started
The basic rule was not to
putting it together just about a
month ago," he said. After schedule two similar performers
applying for arid receiving together. "Scheduling the acts
actually went better than I
recognition for the talent show as a
expected, with no real problems
student activity, Puglisi went to
SAFC (Student Activities Fee except for cancellations," Puglisi
,
Committee) and the Student said.
For a fifty-cent admission
Senate and received an initial grant
charge, not only may you see a
of $835 .
· But, Puglisi said, "we had such a future star but could win three
door · prizes. On· each night of the
. great response we decided to add a
second day." That decision , contest a pair of tickets to the J .
· necessitated another round of Geils concert, twelve pairs of
Senior Week mugs and a gift
· hearings before SAFC and. the
Senate. from which Puglisi certificate to Pistachio's and the
MUB Pub will be given away.

This year,
heart disease
and stroke
will kill another
200,000
Americans
before age 65.

Shown (left to right) are Sheryl Longchamps and Pamela R. Schultze, members of · The_ New
Hampshire Contemporary Ballet Company. The troupe is holding·are residency in the MUB today
and will perform this evening in the Strafford- Room. ( Courtesy photo)
By Julie Bristol
If you have ever wondered what
it would be like to really dance,
then put on sqme loose clothing
and socks or some leotards and
slippers and let The New.
Hampshire Contemporary Ballet
Company of Portsmouth help you.
The company is holding a
residency today that consists of
classes from modern dance to
classical ballet. The residency is
sponsored by the Association for
Creative Arts (AFCA), Area Ill
Programming funds, Eaton House

c ·reative Arts Mini-Dorm, and
others.
Classes begin today at 10:00 a.m.
in the Senate-Merrimack Room of
the MUB and end at 6 p.m. with
free classes in modern dance,
ballet, jazz, and movement for
health by Dr. Grace Blanchard of
the Institute for Therapeutic Arts.
There will also be a lecture on the
history of the art of movement.
All classes are free. "The classes
are introductory so people
shouldn't be shy if they really want
to dance," said Marc Stn~lJ~S,
Artist · in Residence from Eaton-

House, adding, "everyone should
try the different styles out."
The Company will perform at
7:30 tonight in the Strafford Room
of the MUB with special guests
Cletus "Skip" Warren and Rachel
Whitman, previously with the
Boston Ballet. They will perform
two pas de deux classical ballet
variations.
The program offers pieces of
classical, true modern and
contemporary, said Jayne Persch,
the company's Artistic Director.
"It's a taste of dance, a very nice
taste."

1

•·.
V

"·H1

American
Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

CHALLENGE YOUR ABILITIES!
The · following student positions are
opening at THE STUDENT .

TELEVISION NETWORK
in December:
·Business Manager
Production Manager ·
Publicity Manager

All paid
.
executive
positons
,

and welcome
., Non-members as well as members are encouraged
to come and fill out an application.
lf interested in any of the positions, or want to learn more about
job details,- requirements, and qualifications,Please stop by our
STVN _office:
Memorial Union Building--Room 110
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We serve God by
serving the poor in
much of the Third
World. If you
·•·· ,..,-too feel the call
to serve the Lord
by helping others
abroad, join us.
Explore becoming
a Maryknoll priest
or brother. It is often
a difficult life,
but a fulfilling
and joyous one,
as only a life with
Christ can be .

REmEmBER
mom....

.Maryknoll
Join us!
Cal lus
·t oll-f ree
The Catholic Foreign Mission Society of America

Take honte .a

,SUPER COOKIEI

800-4 31-20 08 -

The Cookie Jar
Durham Laundercen ter
Main Street -

From New York State, call (914) 941-7590
Or write Father John Harper, Maryknoll, New York 10545

1ST ANNUAL .STUDENT TALENT SHOIII
The MUB PUB Stage

STAR S YOU!!
!,

This Friday and Saturday
Novemb er 20th & 21st
7:00 p.m.
Admissio n 50<e
Laughs

*

Prizes

*

Fun

Door Prizes Including: J .Geils Tickets, Mugs, &
Many Others
SEE YOU THERE!
Under 18 not admitted

•
Brought to you by: STUDENT TALENT SHOW COMMITTEE, MUSO, SCOPE, PFO
STUDENT ACTIVITIES. THE NEW HAMPSHIRE .MUB PUB & PISTACHIO'S

. - ....
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By John Frazier

... AND 1~N. \J~ 1HAT'S
OF All-., ~ IS f\OM A~FVLI
•
SA\~ HI~ R<t>I'\ \.JAS
LlkE A PIG-PENJ

Dinsdale
'' ... /ttfAKE-UP. EX ,4,,.,,5 {ESS,'JYS) Vtll 1315 GJVEAI
ONl..'f IF- 'l'oV Alt>TJ/:'f' /f'lc /3EkJRE 1?/E

Dover A
{)IJD LIS~A/.

Ya: 607T/I SELL
You1r 5TCXJ< /AJ
711111 40 D-fl}W

i!A\f~(M(

i~~LJVUA.J&

Coloquialisms

By Joe Kandra
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CLASSIFIED

~-A-ut_os_to_r_Sa_le_ _ ][ ~ ]
For Sale : 1973 Chrysler Newport, 4 door,
luxury vehicle . Body in great shape - no
rust. 86,000 miles. Best offer. Call 8689924 or 862-1945 and ask for Brenda
'71 VW Bus,- rebuilt engine (100 miles on
new engine) new muffler, excellent
interior, AM / FM . $1650/ must sell
(leaving USA) Call John 603-868-7335
1978 Ford Granada -6 cylinder, std. shift.
3 spd . W / OD, includes 2 snow tires,
.excellent condition inside and out.
Englehardt 325, 2- 1584 or 868 -9862
11/20
.
Cheap Honda CX500, 1 978, Like new. A
peach, will sacrifice for $1250, also dorm
size refrig . 4 cu . ft. , counter top, $50.00.
Call 749-4944. 11 /20
1976 FIAT, x 1 / 9, Must Sell This Week.
$3000.00 or Best offer. 659-6181 1 ? / 4
Vau--1968 Chevy Vau . 6 cyl., 3 spd.,
w/radio. Needs minor repair, will pass
inspection. $395.00. Call Jaime 4244122.11 /20
1976 FIAT 128 2 Dr . Sedan . Bright Red.
Interior very nice, no rust, southern car,
undercoated, new starter, exhaust, major
tune-up, $1900 or BO. 72 Freeman St.
York Beach Me. 207 -363-6157

C--You 'Animal , Whatelseare~oommates
Must Sell - Brand new, Brown leather,
Women's T,i mberland hiking boots size 8 . for? For calling "Headcheck" at the most
awkward times; for, sharing
$30.00 Contact Patty - Williamson 8247
EVERYTHING from last night's affair to
or call 2-2098
this morning's need to stay awake; but
For Sale: Westwood acoustic guitar. most of all for "wanting to go for a third
Made of rosewood with a sunburst .
Adjustable neck and bridge . Plays great . round!" Thanks C.
· Uncle Bob; You tell us, "We have a memo
Call 2- 1592. Ask for Scott. Rm . 107
board--don't use the door." To hell with
MECHANIC'S DREAM: 1969 Ford Falcon, even the. door--here is your very own
good engine, 74,000 miles, many new . personal. We never leave you love notes
pars, needs work before it is inspected. because we don't want to scare away
Best reasonable offer. Call after 7 :00 868- your harem. Ken's harem are his sisters2089.
they, his mom and his aunt leave him love
notes! Here is your one-and only-love
note. Remember, I'm always here is you
need me--but not at 2:30 am unless it is a
nd
dire tragedy . And of course I love you-especially the'inner you. Your little Sister.
P.S. I hope J. Geils is worth ..th e beS t
Precision Typing . Reasonable, negotiable
party ever."
prices. Call De at 749-4077 before 11 am
Janice, Tommy, T. & Lori-- We're all
or after 9pm. 12/ 8
good people. Too many _h ead games are
Psychic Readings / Life Purpose
being played. Let's put the past behind
Counseling : Call Suzanne, 868 -5932.
and be the friends we once were. I love
11/20.
you all. THE NAGGER.
Typing - Retired secretary . Experienced in
Ed in 202: Has anyone ever told you that
all types of term papers. Located walking
you have beautiful blue ~yes? Well, you
distance to campus. Call Anita - 868do! Have a good,dayl Me??
7078. 20 Park Court. Durham .
Silly Goose .. .check out the above
persona II Sounds I ike you've got
Typing--Pica or Elite type available. Call
competition!
Dover, 742-6643.11 /20

rs.....

.
I

~ 1~

11,r

,.,~· f'

· Mikey: HAPPY BIRTHDAYII I'm not the
"older woman" anymore. You really are
special! Thanks for all the good times (up
north, RC) and I hope there wjll be a lot
morel By the way, you whistle funny!
Love ya lots. Me (and buddy!)
Having a party? Well, you need munchies.
How bout crackers? Yes, I was the
recipient of a case of Hickory Farms Old
Fashioned Crackers and can't eat them all ·
myself. There are enough for any party,
large or small. Price is very reasonable
and negotiable. Would like to sell soon,
call 2-1636 or 868-9715 and ask for
A_n_d_y_,_3_0_8_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Little Sis: It's time for you to take your licks
and learn the bare facts. WOW! I Get
psyched! What a special relationship
we'll have. Love Mutty.
·
CONGREVE RAFFLE : Win a $100.00 gift
certificate at Wilderness Trails, Dinner for
2 at N.E.C .• $20.00 cash . 50¢ a ticket ... 3
for $1...drawing is November 30th. Call
anyone from congreve and inquire.
Maybe you can winllll
Jacki F.-You make our lives miserable.
Todd and Marion. (Still not together).
LARRY MCGRATH - CONGRATS ON
YOUR LAST ISSUE! We_'re gonna ,miss
you but you'll be around. You better be.
You've been a great sports editor and we
all love you. The NH Staff.

To the gals of Devine 8th - My gosh we'll
Dear Danny Baby in Rm 111 Alex. Hall.
You thoutgGht_ wehwer~ cr~zy: whell this
shallbeseparatedforawhole5days.Butl
Personals
·proves 1t. oing s oppmg 1sn t t e same
believe we area II strong enough to take it.
Must Sell - 1975 Pontiac Station wagon,
without you, the hunchback of our
Congrats Stanley and MJ on your great
100,000 miles, new engine, in good
._____________
;,,· dreams. To show we 're not totally insane,
feat of bravery ·and helping some lucky
cond1t1on, no rust , inspected October
we
extend
an
invitation
to
a
gourmet
guys
join the ranks of attending our
1980, $1500-or best offer, 862 -3512. · This is just a brief message to AMY
dinner at Burger King . See us for details
honorable (yes MJ honorable ) PD. If you
COVERT, the dearest, sweetest, cutest
or we'll leave another unusual not on your
don 't know it already, but you guys are the
person I know. Keep smiling, big sis,
door .. .2 Beautiful Blondes. (and if you
best and I love you all so much . Thanks for
brighter things are on their way. When
don't know who we are, you 're pretty
the laughter before bed and the tears .
are
we
going
to
go
to
Mai
Kai
together?
'---A_p_a_rt_me_n_ts_f_or_.R_e_nt_,J
thick.)
You all make being a family, being a real
. Let's try to keep in touch--your one and
fo my big sister in o.z. Hope you had an
family. Happy Turkey Day. Gertrude.
only little sister, I love ya! Brenda .
Cozy studio apartment on Bagdad Rd . in
~11cet1ent time Wed . morning . Get
Jim C. For President!! There, now that I've
SWORDFISH! Captain Spaulding--glad
Durham for sublet beginning Jan . 1st,
psyched for a great PD! You 're the best!
got your attention I just wanted to say
that you could take a trip from Africa to
1982. Parking, garage, 10 min . walk to
Love, Cathy.
thanks for breakfast in bed! If I survive the
come and visit the Durham area. Thought
campus, utilities included, unfurnished,
Dear Double Dunk, what a great quiche!
next two weeks I'll be able to return the
you'd like to see your name in another
~~ ..1:'.~J.~.-..~~~~ - ~!!! ~J..~~~- 1_075 evenings
Magenta
mouth
was
really
obnoxious,
but
favor
next semester. You brightened my
paper. I bet you thought that you'd never
the
game
was
excellent.
Fleetwood
Mac
d_a....;.y_!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sublet : 2 bedroom in Newmarket just
see "Richard Siegel!" printed in any
across the Durham line on 108, Karivan
without the yak. I've always wanted to
So you say you don't have the blues? Get
paper besides the Catalyst and Shoppers
the blues Sat. nite at the MUB PUB with
stops in front , $300 plus utilities; no pets;
send an esoteric personal...too later for
News. Good lucl~non: ,your interview. If I
creeping, but aren 't rainy mornings
the fabulous Stilettoes.
call Stogie at 659-2989 nights or at 742know you, you'll be super! Hope you had a
3606, starts Jan . 1. 12/ 4
terrific birthday. Ilene, Anne, Ruth, and
mellow? These th ings, Hil.
5C Willy : You 're a bunch of nuts. Nut the
Karen say happy birthday! Peanuts ... and
Have a problem with food? Try Overeaters
LOUNGE DWELLER. Ro, loved your sex
Female roommate wanted for apartment
much
happiness
...
to
you!
Love,
Brenda
.
in Dover. $75 per month plus utilities. On
Anonymous .. .no dues or fees or weigh(book). Nancy, sorry your plant got raped .
DD, we're sick of your horseshirt! Pickles?
Karivan Route. Own bedroom. Cal (
Pammie--Thanks for being there on . ins. Meets every Weds. 7 :30 pm in Kari building
across
from
Spaulding.
Sue, your room is a mess: Suess, Morphi
Van
Debbie:436-6449 11 /20
Tuesday--We should try not to get locked
out again--1 hate being blurry eyed in
12/8
& Chem . aren't easy. Dense people sink to
strange places. Hope you have a great
front! Hugs & Kisses. Matt.
ELLEN : I told you I'd send you a personal;
time tonight--Thanks again- -Lizzie.
well, here it isl I just want you to know
CHONIN: FELIZ CUMPLEANOS--PEPE
how much I treasure our friendship . Don't
PEQUENO.
Karen Q. Get psyched for Pike Hike, from
_;___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ever forget all the super times we've had
an old SAE alumni .
and all the great times to come . Think
Bucky's Sex Palace. Grand opening for
Self-employed or knowledgeable
Dear Angelika (Frustrated Female of
Florida!! Lots of love, H.Very funny,
the Winter Season . Come get warm in
bookkeepers wanted for entry level
Jesse Doe) It pays to advertise but next
Julian. Why didn't you tell them about
406 Willy. Featuring Buck "the wild f---"
position representing our office in this
time please use a different name. Good
Mark
Mothersbaugh,
too,
while
you
were
Starts tonight at 7 p.m. Appt. not
area . We offer computerized bookkeeping
luck. Angelica of Stoke.
·
ennumerating my dubious distinctions? I
necessary. Reasonable group rates .
assistance to local businessmen.
think you and the rest of those nurds in
Come check out the bargains at the Cat's
WANTED : Four graduate students whose
Knowledge of sales preferable and
white lab coats have been digging into the
Closet Turkey Sale in the MUB on Fri . Nov.
area of major study is film. drama, music
communicative abilities a must. There is
much.
Hope
2_0_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
radioactive
isotopes
a
bit
too
and literature/poetry. One student for
NO DOOR TO DOOR SELLING . Complete
each
area
to
assist
with
seminars
for
a
you're not planning on having kids; they'll
GRETCHEN and DEB from CSC. Thanks
training is available. Part-time from your
prototype TV Humanities Course. The
for the fun weekend. I hope you had a
all come out with designer genes. Your
office of home. Call 424-4122. 11 /20.
series will start January 9, 1982 and end
fellow beautiful mutant, Xeno Smith.
good time . I'm sorry we didn"t do any
Ride needed to Cherry Hilf ,
March 13, 1 982. Responsibilities of the
My "QUIET" one--You may appear so to
consuming of alcoholic beverages or take
N.H./Philadelphia are on Nov. 24, in
assistants are as follows: (1) read the text
everyone else, but I'm quickly finding out
any black pills. GRETCHEN you druggy.
afternoon anytime. Call Debbie at night,
chapter, (2) watch TV segments on three
otherwise. I'm told you're the type I
DEB try not to CRAWL back to your dorm
after 5:00 or leave message. The number
Saturdays, two segments one hour each
should look out for--but I'm glad I didn't,
too often. And, GRETCHEN, remember to
is 742-.7 354. 1..:..1:....:
/2=-0=-------and one segment two hours, (3) assistant
eat your cheeseburger. Don't forget, start
because they say that when you look
PHOTOGRAP:.HER needed. l'IJ. pay _a
coordinator with a seminar at the end of
you're not apt to find .. and find I
me up because every little thing she does
. reasonable fee if you"ll take some pictures , each area discipline, (4) be articulate,
did ... something kterrdific. S_pe aking o f
is--'-(s_t_u.:...p_id...;..)?_._
.. R_A_R_
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
of my artwork. Call 868-5247 after 8:00
with the ability to relate to the non•
1
1
terrific .. .laSt wee en certain Y was. t
To all Hubbard Residents .. .You made RA
weeknights or anytime on the weekend .
traditional learner at their level, (5) have
made me a happy girl. Are you a happy
transportation to Pease AFB . A total of
11/20
Appreciation Week worthwhile for us!
guy? Are you tired? rm not. I am bummed,
eight hours is allocated for each discipline
though, that you're going away this
Thanks so much--The Hubbard Staff.
WANTED Person with Dance, physical
segment
at
$10.00
per
hour.
Reply
before
weekend
.
But
I
guess
every
weekend
CRAIG, MARK, GREG, DOUG ... Thanks for
education or gymnastic background . 6 .00
December 1, 1981. TV segments will be
can't be like the last one was. Know I'm
cheering with us at the football game on
to 10.00/ hr . 20 minutes to Studio. One to
shown
on
Channel
11
Durham
on
thinking of you, and have a good one. -- "A
Saturday! You were fantastic and we had
two days a week . 332-8854or 332-9821
Saturdays from 11 am to 12 pm, repeated
Girl with a New Toy ."
a lot of fun! The Dallas Cowboy
Wanted: Photographer for Family Portrait.
on Tuesday at 3 p.m. Schedule:
Waaayl Julie, we don't know how you got
Cheerleaders called and as~ed for your
Prices neog. Call 868-9821 Sharon Libby.
Film :
to be leader of our AWESOME flic section,
names and numbers, but rather than give
Leave name and number if not in . 12 / 4
Sat. Jan. 16 (1 hr.)
but we're glad you did! How funky is your
up our newly recruited talent, we told
Sat Jan. 23 (2 hrs.)
WORK - STUDY POSITION : Office
them you weren't interested.--Sorry!
chicken? It doesn't matter, we're just
Sat Jan. 30 (1 hr.) Seminar 1 pm to 4pm
Assistant i11 Career Planning &
dumb pies. Boom chickie boom chickie
Thanks again, you were great! The UNH
PEASE AFB
Placement Service - 10 to 15 hours per
C_h_e_e_r_le_a_d_e_rs_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
boom. Love ya, MBC, KB, Wendy, Marya,
Drama:
week afternoons - $3 .35 per hour - apply
Debbie, Regina, Sue, Debbie S., Paula,
To the Sheep People --Three cheers for
Ed Doherty, 203, Huddleston Hall before
NT.
two
years . You go together like
Sat. Jan. 30 (1 hr.)
Nov. 30.
Ten Hut Flic Section! NT, Jules,
peanutbutter and cheese. Love, Wendy
Sat. Feb. 6 (2 hrs.)
Peppermint Pattie, Marya, Debbie 1,
L_o_n...;;;g_L_e...;g;;..s_a_n_d_M_e_
. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sat. Feb. 13 (1 hr.) Seminar 1 pm to 4 pm
PEASE AFB
UNH MARCHING BAND MEMBERS: We
Debbie 2, Wendy, Kim, Sue, Mary BethPractice your bird calls . Get ready for
had an alabamiagosandyagosuperfan
Music :
another fantastic flic skit. Thanks for
tastic season! And if you think we knew
13
(1
hr.)
·
Sat.
Feb.
making my last year the best one ever.
how to celebrate on the field, wait til you
Carvin Cm130 6-string elec. guitar,
Sat. Feb 20 (2 hrs.)
see us at the band banquet!!! Everybody
Love, the other big S,· ·
coilcutters, out of phase switch, natural
Sat Feb 27 (1 hr.)Seminar 1 pm to 4 pm
maple finish, exc. action, sch_a ller keys,
have a great time this Sunday, bec_ause
To the girls in our assertive,-.e:;s
we all know we deserve it.. .staH and
mint cond. $300. Peavy classic vt guitar , PEASE AFB
workshop-This is my way of getting ~ students alike.
amp, phase shifter; reverb,_ 2 channels,
together with · you. Hope you all have a
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Literature/Poetry:
auto mix, new speakers. $250. Mike 868fabulous Thanksgiving break and
Jimbo Murray:.You know who you are. I
Sat.
Feb
27
(1
hr.)
9619.
remember BE ASSERTIVE! Yours in
know WHAT you are . LEAVE ME ALONE!
Sat. Mar. 6 (2 hrs.)
Singer Stylist sewing machine with case .
assertion-Lili .' P.S. You all looked so good
Lolo and Dodo--best buddies. Always
Sat. Mar. 13 (1 hr.) Seminar 1 pm to 4 pm
Like new condition. Features straight zig
on video tape. The "Oscars " will be sent
remember : UMO, Ben Baldwin and the
PEASE AFB
zag , flexi-stitch and satin stitching .
out soon.
Big .. .shopping carts, stumps, prison,
$135.00 or BO 431-3491
TRACE: Thanks for the personal and for
tattoos , Vicker , ATO, Bobby Bear,
Before replying to this ad make sure ·that
always
being-there
..
I'm
too
lucky
to
have
landsharks, ABOA, Treetonks, The Curry
your
schedule
will
allow
adequate
time
" Kent Acoustic guitar normally $1 bu,
Paw, Boxers, The Wanderer, Potter, and
you as my (paternal) big sis'. I can't thank
' · asking $100 or best offer . Call Peter for the TV and seminar segments. Send
" O"' Happy Day! Here's to another great
you enough for everything. You know i
name, area of study, address, social
Andersen 2-1656 Congreve 217between
don't deserve it. But I hope that someday I
year of adventures. Love, Tweep .
9 :30 and 11 :00 p.m. or leave a message. security number and a phone number to :
Barbara
N.
Hayes,
Coordinator,
TV
What has 16 legs, 2 horns, 88 keys, and a
can return all the f~vors to you . You're
12/ 4
Humanities Program, School for Lifelong
great and I'm really going to miss you next
harp? The Fabulous Stilettoes.
Skis and Ski Boots - 1 pr. Heacl HRP Comp· Learning, Building 88, Pease AFB, New
year. Remember, we still have a whole
Red 203 cm w / Solomon 444 & ski . Hampshire, 03801.
semester. So get psyched. I lov 'ya . YOUR
To the Number 1 Arthus Fan : The taxi
brakes. $75 .00. 1 ·p r . Kastle Ice RX 200cm
leaves for the Rep Lion whatever evening
BABY SIS' (don't deny it!) DANA
w / Tyrolia 360 & ski brakes used 8 times . TERRENCE: Bet you didn't expect me to . TO BOB HEl!'IZ AT -SAE: Maybe you
you'reavailable. Howwouldyouliketobe
$225.00. 2 pr. Nordica size 13 1 pi' . brand write one for you tool Sigh with relief and
should see a doctor about that erectile
bounced by "Jolting Joe?" What fun--like
new - B.0 . 1 pr . San Marco size 12 get some sleep. The week is over and soon
stanqing atop a tall dark mountain alone!
dysfunction problem of yours. Or maybe
Sorry you didn't get to play "lt'.s Only
w / hiker sole, never used. $50.00 Call the semester will be over, too. Thank you
for
everything.
If
you
know
what
I
mean.
it's
just
that
tMreesomes
are
too
much
for
Love" Sat. night . Just wait til next
. Peter 431-2016 - Leave a messaQe.
Lawrence.
you:
..
Give
us
a
call
when
you
get
things
semester
for cocktails and romance!
Maxell UDXLII' C 90-s 3.75. each, $42
straightened up. JUST SIGN US, HAPPY
Love; the Dancing Machine .
case . Best prices on Bose Speakers, J- KEN STONE: This is what you get for
BUT
NOT
SA
TISFIEO:
VC, Dual, Nikko, Phase Linear, much, making fun of my birthday cards!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ELAINE ROY! HOPE IT
much more, Hi-Fi Sales· Co. 742-0052, SURPRISE!! Aren't you glad you read the
10:30. Saturday n'i.ght. MUB PUB .
WAS GREAT! -- M.H.
paper? Have a good one, Remember.
Fabulous Stilet'toes. 8e there . ·
742-7862 11 /20
The above personal was NOT meant for
Johnny Carson and Alexander Haig are
Kinesiology woman~ my heart st ill
Elaine Smith or Roy Lenardson, or a
: For Sale -,On:e,,(1) Rolling Stones Concert , not the same person, no matter what we
1
palpatesll
If
yoµ
have_.h't
figured
out
who
combination
of the two.
· .ll,icket . Concert'to be held Nov. 27th at the
say·. XO, A good friend of Emily and Lou
you are yet, 'I'll give y.o u a hint; you work
'Saratoga Carrier Dome. Good Floor Seat. (the Kinky Couple on my bed).
closer
to
the
whirlpools
in
the
lab
than
I
Speaking
of
Birthdays,
.Have a great one,
VVUHat<.-e best-otfer,,, GM!--Caroline at 3 ·15- · -):t .You are the best. f love you : Forever. P.· - do, and you sit closer to·the door1n etas~ , ROBrN 'PETERS! !f ·: (T'-he - p"'t !'rs'on-als""
423-7894
XO.
than I do.
m_o_l_e_s_te_r.:..)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I•]

..

~-=-H-=e,_p_w:=an_te~---JJI

iJJ

-.c_1or--r.:-_][~J

·1
'---'-

----------------

·Hey Tom! . How do you get a Nunnes
pregnant?
Pranksters of 0-4, when ypu're all having
a great time at the Geils concert- -just
think of you rooms and how nice they
looked! Remember them well! The
Phanton Frog .
Now is your chance to buy a Turkey at the
Cat's Close Turkey Sale in the MUB. Fri .
Nov. 20--Wed. Nov.ember 25th.
HEFF--Jusr a few more weeks of pledging
and then the P.O. At least we have a room.
Don't forget to wear your shuffle shoes.
Love, Shut-Up Brennan!
J .GEILS?? The FABULOUS STILETTUES
are BETTER!! See the East Coast Debut of
this "Fabulous" blues band Sat. · nite in
the MUB PUB.
Come and get it.. .Delta Zeta Pancake
Breakfast at DZ 25 Madbury Rd . Sunday
Nov: 22 from 9:30- 12:30. Cost $2.
Well guys, it's all over--you won "t have
me to kick around anymore--only kidding .
I do want to take the time to thank all the
people who have made staying up all
night tw.ice a week at least bearable.
Lonnie, Jackie Baby, Jim and Greg (the
Bobsey twins), Einar, the photo guys,
even though I hear URI is pretty this time
of year, Paula, Robeen, Deb and Lisa, the
best TS's (what is a TS?), Beth, Dennis,
Dawul, Hilche, Martha my dear, Kit, the
ads guys (and girls), and everyone who
made my job easy, even those who made
it harder. Thanks a lot!!! I'll miss you, but
not the hours! P.S. Thanks for calling at 2
a.m. all the time KJD .
Kappa Sigma- -Where's the class of '77?
Mill Road House .
Not having Todd ..~~d "Ma~-i~n" is.like not
being able to pray in school-It's denying
my Basic Rights as an American .
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! Jessie Doe still
has a limited number of seats available on
our bus going to Boston tomorrow . We
leave at 9 :15 a.m . in front of J.D. and will
leave boston at 6 :00 p.m . The cost is
$5.00 per person . Call Cathy in 304 at 21678 or 868-9701 for more info.
T- Thanks for listening the other day. I still
haven't solved my dilemma, but-it helped
to talk about it. You 're a good listener.
Veg.
Prince Charles and Lady Di extend their
appreciation for the party. You really were
on your knees to please. Special thanks to
Mrs. D, (King Crab), King Key, Master Bait,
Queen Shithead, Royal Pain, No Oral Sex,
Ben(d) for friends, and the Duke of Carrot .
Sharon - Sorry you missed the races this
weekend. We missed having you with us.
Hope you 're feeling better and will soon
be bvack on the road in full force . Take
care - C. P.S. Are you sure I can 't have a
kitten?
ATTENTION ALL ECONOMIC 'S MAJORS :
Who the hell is Al Braff? Does Karl Marx
really sleep in a Volkswagon . These and
oth~r interesting questions answered 9 to
5 at WSBE Advising Office. Ask for Fishta.
Lifefest : A celebration of Wellness. In the
Dorms and the MUB·. Next week, Dec.1-4.
Programs, speakers, displays on all the
areas of a "whole person"; physical,
occupational, spiritual , sexual,
intellectual , basic social / community,
leisure and emotional. Watch for more
info in your residence hall, posters flyers
at the MUB! Check it out!
Enjoy a mouth watering lunch at
reasonable prices. Friday, November 20th
at the MUB Cafeteria . Featuring Cream of
Watercress & Beef Barley Soup, sweet
and sour pork, noodle, cheese , & tomatoe
scallop, green beans Almandine,
Potatoes stuffed with mushrooms & for
dessert - Sour Cream Kuchen
Alexander Hall presents two Great
Movies for Area II in Murk land 110. This
Saturday; Rollerball and The Pink Panther
Strikes Again. JUST 50C!!!! Showing at
7:30 and 9 :45 p.m.
How "Fabul.ous" ar·e the fabulous
Stilettoes? See their "incredibly
Fabulous" show on Stage at the Student
Talent Show Sat. Nite in the MUB PUB
Farnham, Hey, Buddy, Thanks for lunch
last week . First of all you've got to shake
that lousy nickname " Boot". Second, take
public speaking . I don't care what
everyone else says about you - you"re
alright . Keep smiling. Tootles. IE 70

To- the Pledge Dance Date Seekers: We read
your personals and found them quite
interesting. We are two eligible women with
plenty going for . us, however before we
answer your ad, we have a few questions like:
what do you look like? To which fraternity
do you belong? and when is the dance? We
feel that these questions are quite valid so ...
maybe we should meet and discss' them with
you over a beer or two! Cutie and Beautie
Summer in Germany: a three week study
visit to West Germa.ny and Berlin, June 626, led by UNH Professor. 4 credits .
German Government Grant pays for part
of costs. first inforJ"T'!ational me~ting and
slide show on Tuesday Dec. 1st at 7:30
p.m..; Marston House.
Where ARE Todd and Marion?? I'm
worried.
How would you like to get 2 free J . Geils
tickets along with watching some great
entertainment? Come to the Student
Talent Show on Friday and Saturday and
find out. Doors open at 6:30. Show starts
at 7:00. 50¢ admission. UNH ID/prootof
age required.
i'
Lancelot: Happy Anniversary. It's been six
months since . I was drunk and taken
advantage of. Who said that? My single
r,egr~t. i,$ tJ),at ~e:V~ b,~en Jqge_t!).er only,:iix
months. 1-lere !l t6 more good times ahead
for us. I love you. XXOO Love. All Ears.
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Winthrop: Thanks so much for going to
'Vietnam" . with me. You're a great
roomate and one hell of a pal. I owe you
one.-Shots.
Heyl I said something nice!
Hey "LL": Here's to ya. Happy 19th. What.
. a reoccurance of the stoned banquet feast
featuring "Sydney" and his purple haze;
past memories featuring beddy bongs
with Dylan; Terri and her "two fingers";
Hot Boxing _trunks; whipped cream and
squash, a new facial: Sally Syndrome
strikes again; Hey don't throw that you
red-faced rum bunny; no, we won't get
down on our knees, we don't care if you
think you are God. You are a
Communication Disorder (Boston) but we
love ya anyhow. Chip and Doobie.
Won'dering how you're going to get your
XMAS Shopping done? Keep your eyes
peeled for the 12 days of XMas Sale at the
Cat's Closet in the MUB.
Christmas is around the corner and Mill
Rd. House wants to make it special. Help
someone through finals by sending a
carnation with a message. Orders being
taken at Hudleston, Dec. 2,3,4th during
lunch hours. Flowers will be delivered
Dec. 15th. The cost will be 75C for
carnation, message and delivery.
Lancelot: If I were to write down all the
precious times we've shared, no one else
would be able to fit in a personal. So I'll
simply wish you the best birthday you 've
ever had. I wish I could make yours as
special as you made mine, but there's
noting I can do about it. Be prepared for
the birthday kiss of your life, sweetie. I
love you lots.--Love, All Ears.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
EDWARDS.

DR.

JOHN

C.

Celebrate Good Times, C'mon! It's a
celebration! Frats and Sororities Seriously.. we want you involved!
There's alot of potential in you .. . Good
people! Join with the rest of campus at
LIFEFEST! A Celebration of Wellness .
December 1-4. Encourage your pledges to
come!!! Don't let us down! Some Greek
Alums .
Does Curiosity get the best of you? Then
come to the Upper Quad Council 's
curiousity corner on Nov. 23 in the
Hitchcock Lounge at 8:30 p.m. This week
features the Juggling Club.
Are you curious about Todd, Marion, B.J .
and Betsy?_Then come to the Upper Quad
Council 's CURIOUSITY CORNER on Nov.
23 from 8 :30-9 in the Hitchcock Lounge.
Maybe .they will be there .
Jacki F. (you cute thing you) Howcome
they can do it, and I can 't???
Nice country home needed fore friendly
and obed1ant collie type dog . Please call
862-2726 and ask for Marie.
Area II is invited to Rollerball at 7 :30 and
the Pink Panther Strikes Again at 9:45 in
Murkland 11,0 on Nov. 21st Only 50C

Dear Bob; (you know who you are) I can't Dear Kermy - I'm sorry I was such a swine,
talk to you , so the only way to get to you is please forgive me. I promise I won't roll in
through the paper. Pretty sad, huh? You the mud with anyone but you. I love you.
say your life is "m~aningless", I don't Kissy, Kissy - Miss Piggy.
believe that. All you do is drink and study. SATURDAY NIGHT - Where will you be?
I'm really concerned about yo and I hgoe COFFEE HOUSE in Stillings Dining Hall.
you know I really care. Can I ask you out 8:30 p.m. 11 /21 Free Admission!
for once? Let's plan on going to some of Refreshments! Brought to you by the Area
the programs at the MUB and dorms at I Programming Board (the people who
lifefest. ls it a date? Let me know tonight at made Halloween possible).
supper, ok? love me.
NPLB:"When you cam, you were like red
Holly K: Hudd's inner circle; three's wine and honey, and the tast of you burnt
company baby, Menage-a-trois. What's my mouth with its sweetness. Now you
going on here? Hmmm ... No, we just sleep are like morning bread, smooth and
together. No, I'm not, how about you? pleasant. I hardly taste you at all for I know
Cleave, clove, cleaved, cleft or cleavage, . your savor, but I am completely
there are no tops like triceratops. How nourished." Haoov Birhtdav JDS
deep is your love? Flesh.
IF YOU'RE A HALF DECENT PERSON TO
Attention Area II Ale)(ander Hall presents GET ALONG WITH, FEMALE AND WANT
Two great movies for only 50C - Rollerball TO MOVE OUT OF WHERE YOU'RE
at 7:30 and Pink Panther Strikes Again at LIVING-GIVE US A CALL AT WEBSTER
9:45 in Murkland 110 - This Saturday - Be HOUSE . 868-5296 We'll give you a
There!
screening for ne)(t semester.
Feeling up the air lately want to meet
Di)(ie, Greg, Jim: Thanks for keeping us
some people just like you? Then come to
laughing and stopping us from slip-sliding
the Juggling Club's debut in the Hitchcock
away. Not even the Hopi's could have
lounge from 8:30-9 p.m . on Nov. 23. This
done it better. Even though our eyes were
is sponsored by the Ui:tper Quad Council's
" Bloodshot", the sombrero's were warm,
Curiousity Corner .
clothes muddy and nerves frazzled, feet
trampled, our personal space .. .you guys
Ed got ejected! Naughty, naughty.
aren't asleep, are you? Just think IT WILL
Spottie Kittie, Cesspool, and allall be worth it come December 5th-- Be
Yahtahey! Oh, the wind blows cold in the
there--Aloha! Love ya, The Herd .
land of the Navajo. I miss you all. MEAT!
zIggy played guitar , jamming good, with . SMITTY - A rose, I am jealous. I thought L
came before M- at least J had hoped so! L.
wierd and gilly and the spiders form Mars,
but where's puppy-eyes/ Zane zane zane,
Dear Jane: I can't stand it any more, you
ouvre le chien . I'm happy, hope you're
never study, you 're mad and you won't
happy too. Happiness IS coming and
talk to rn.e about it, your relationship with
virginity is curable and ziggy played for
John is on the rocks! Do something for
time . Love and SPOOZE! Remember, I yourself. Love-your roomie. P.S. how
was vapour ....
'bout going to LIFEFEST?
Offcampus Students: LIFEFEST : A
Maureen - Two races in one day?!? You're
Celebration of Wellness is for you, too! A
amazing! I mean that in more ways than
fine way to meet new folks, learn more
one . You·re truly and incredible person
about you present interests, "e)(pand your
w/a lot of very positive qualities
horizon" Watch for Info at the MUB ..
Remeber that as you struggle through all
Come and join us at LIFEFEST - Dec. 1-4!!
the turmoil you've been facing lately . I've
got a lot of faith in you, By the way when
Need : A ride to Logan Airport Tues . 11 / 24
do wyou want the "payment" for our bet?
Leave Durham around 4 p.m. Will share
Sesame Seed .
e)(penses. Call Kirsten 868 -5327. Please
leave message .
Career decisions getting you down? Join
us at the Alumni Center tomorrow,
ATTENTION: To whom it may concern :
November 18, 7 :30-9 :00 for a Career
Mark T. is now living in Stoke 115.
night on Retailing! Admission is free,
Georgia Gist in 424. Could I learn more
refreshments served .
about you than I know? Please recognize
Paul, with the whales in Polt 507. who's
my interest and reply . Love Paddington .
gay you or your boyfriend . Signed RTC
Sara Wright - Your first personal from a
Hate You Club
not so secret admirer .
Howdy Dennis and Happy Belated
OK Skip, this is the second one! Don 't I get
Birthday Scott Love Panama Red
any? Hope your back feels better, but I
Commuters and Transfers : to the MUS
think you've got the cause of it wring .
during the day on Dec. 1-4 and the
Good luck on Geography • let me cheat .
Residence halls at night! LIFEFEST. Will
Love ya, Babe Lori.
be a week Full of workshops, programs
Beth - This frustrated guitar player thinks
and speakers of interest to YOU!!! Join
you're a doll! I hope to tango with you
the rest of UNH at LIFEFEST ne)(t week.
again very soon, in the blue lagoon, under
the light of the moon , to a George Benson
Denise and Sue : Have a great
tune !
Thanksgiving! I'm going to miss ya . Love,
Deb.

Hey all you rats I l have only one thing to
say: Make sure you shut those things offl
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Greg. Thanks very much, and have a good
.Thanksgiving since I did did not see you.
.Sorry about not getting the Notices done,

Devine 911 (formally 116): I WILL HAVE
$20 apiece from both of you (separate :Put thems the breaks. Wild night isn't it??
checks of course) by Fri. If not then a A Tand M fan.
CERTAIN fraternity will know a CERTAIN 'Steve, I know that I said no more
fact that they would be willing to pay, at correspondence until you get back but, I
least $25 for! Think of it as money for a just had to do it. I miss you bunches.
continuing education. Hope you enjoyed Come home safely. What a bodllllMind's
the pledge!
Joe Campus (President: not bad either. Love and mucho
Crusade to save the shark) P.S. Hey listen, admiration, your bed partner
it ain't sooo bad, I could have asked for a
Hey Charlie Brown--Library action this
date'
we13kend? If not, have a great Turkey
Not having Todd and Marion is like not Day! I-Peppermint Pattie! l
being able to pray in school--lt's denying
· my basic rights as an American!!!
Greg Flemming--T minus 10 days until
the big one! I We love you even though you
do flatter us all the time. Love, your
favorite subordinates. P.S. Happy
Birthday!!
Patti, Deb, Brian, Connie, Ann and all of
you other busy people over in the
Registrar's office .... just wanted to wish
you a Happy Thanksgiving! I'll be stopping
by to check up all of you ... in the
meantime, don't work too hard! Love,
Robin .

The New Hampshire is a cross between The
Manchester Union Leader and The National
Enquirer.
Whoever you are who left your red and
brown winter jacket in my appartment at
WAbster House, GET IT OUT OF MY
PLACE-It's col le,~ti ng dust 1111
8-3 868-5296
Nan-HAPPY 20th! .
You 've been great to live
with and I'll miss your long hairs on the
rugs in Beverly. It's your 20th--HAVE A
GREAT ONEI--WITH LOVE, PRT
Going to Worcester this weekend??? .. i
need a ride to Worcester or that area
today or tomorrow ... please call Linda at
742-1550 or leave a message at The New
Hampshire 2-1490. Will share expenses·
and driving.
Dear Frustrated Jessie Doe Girls, We saw
your ad ... Hall House 's hikers, clim~ers
and hunters are here to help yo change
your image . " Let's do it in the woods"
Yukon , Scrush, Redneck and Lance. (The
Vulgar Mountain Club)
Dear people at the New Hampshire:
(Especially G.F.)Where are Todd and
Marion? What.is ,she going to name the
baby? Will Todd ever come back? Does
B.J . care? And Joe was cute! Is Betsy
jealous? Does she want a bun in the oven
too? We want them back!!

The
New
Hampshire

To Lori, Bonnie, Steve. and Lili : I didn't
forget you . It was a typo. Steve I'm only
putting this in for you beca se you're now
my editor.
I for one am going to miss you .

VISIT BERLIN!

SKIER S
Bring back after
..Thanksgiving
Skis, boots, skates, and
other winter sporting gear
(in good shape) and sell it at:

A Three-week, Four-Credit
Summer Study-Visit to
West Germany and Berlin
$1100 All-Inclusive
Reduced Price Made Possible by a German
Government Grant

The New Halllps-hire Outing Club's
.
8th Annual
Ski andOutdoor Equipment Sale
Dec 9,10,11

JUNE 6-26, 1982
First Informational Meeting will be
held immediately after Thanksgiving

MARSTON HOUSE
.Tuesday, Dec. I 7:30 p.m.
and will feature a slide show!

- ·-- -~- ____
...

..._

__ ----..·--,.
-..

, ., ..

.. ----

9-5 p.m.

Senate Merrimack Room
& East West Lounge

Equipment to be sold should be brought
to Roon1 122 MUB ·

Dec. 4,7,8

1_0-3 p.m.

$1 entry fee

10% commission/or NHOC

..
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DUftHAffl BIKE
868-5634

Bicycles On Sale

lu~

·

!
~
.·
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I
I

Jenkins Ct.

( continued from page 1)

\

Ross reg $180 Now $125. ·
Fuji Monterey From $199
·
. Fuji GTSE re~ $285 Now $249

;;~ ~

\

Handler also felt there was
"some basis" for the Student
Senate's concern, Sanborn said .
Hose said the president changed
her mind "in response to the
students."
University officials are still
unsure when students will receive
their checks, which will be sent to
home addresses. Carol Powers,.

an adminisrative assistant to
Frank Bachich, vice president of
Financial Affairs and Administration said checks could be issued by
Dec. 15.
Tom Harvey, the University
business manager would not
confirm this, however. He said he
hoped the checks would be sent by
Christmas,. but it is possible that

Thanksgi~ing is Thursday, November 26. ·

students will not get ·their money
until January.
To decide how much money
each student or former student
should receive, Harvey said he
must sort through records from
four University departments.
Since some of these files are not
in the computer system, they must .
be checked by hand, he said. Also
the rebate process ~omes at the
same time his department is billing
students for next sememster.

Send our FTD

---HO OP -

Tha~ ivei llouquet

( continued fron page 24)

Specially
designed to
capture
all the
colors of
autumn .With .s·
fresh fl owe rs -~·,
in on exclusive FTD
Woven Fern Dosl..,et.

with

Red Carpet Flow~r and Gifts
Main Street, Durham
,,,.-:;;;:--._

(. . ijelping you say it right.

strengthen UNH's inside game. He
joins 6-7 Jack Burns (high
rebounder with 161,7.14 ppg), 6-6
Dan Nolan (115 rebounds, 6.17
ppg), 6-4 Mike Dinneen, and 6-5
Karl Hicks.
"One · ·of the big things is to
establish an inside game," Friel
said. "We'll continue to be
notorious from the outside. But we
want to get the ball inside first and
outside ·s econd."
UNH's first home contest is on
December 10 against Utica
. College. The season itself will .be a
long ride uphill.
"I think we're going to catch a
lot of people sleeping," said Keeler.
"A lot of teams will look at our
past and say we don't have
anything. I think we'll catch them
by surprise."
With 18 away games, and
upcoming contests with Alabama,
Louisville, and Connecticut, the
Wildcats themselves will surely not
be caught by surprise.

Season's Greetings.Sale
NO V3 0- D .E C2 3
AL L GI FT BO OK S
·D~

20 ,a off lis t
free gift wrap ping noo n to 5:30·
.

hew itt hall

.bookstore@@@[k@~@[r@@@@(k~@
.
•

-~·

.
•

•
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UNIVCRSIT Y or NEW HAMPSHIRE FINAL 1981 WILDCAT FOOTBALL STATISTICS

OPP
TEAM STATISTICS UNH
188
179
First Downs
100
80
(by Rushing)
80
79
(by Passing)
19
9
(by Penalty)
1606
Rushing Yardage 1672
Rush per game 167.2 160.6
1658
Passing Yardage 1754
Pass per game 175.4 165.8
725
'714
Tot",al.Ph.ys •
3264
3426
Total Offense
342.6 3~6.4
Avg·. per game
28-19 26-14
Fumbles-Lost
77.-654 48-408
Yds
G No,
RUSHING
~ TD Long Pen-Yards
20
3
3.6
484
10 133
Nichols
3. 8
430
21 PUNT RETURNS No Yds ~ !!!.
1
10 112
Collins
5.2
52 Peach (1 TD) 16 153 9.6 50
1
309
10 60
Noc&ra
3,9
15 Wissm~n i1TD) 5 140 28 . 0 92
1
217
8 56
Q~iJHl .
4 38 9.5 17
18 Garron
2
1.6
119
10 76
St~ens
3 32 10.7 12
3.4
75
12 O'Donnell
·5
Kass 10 22
3.8
38
10 10
Ca}kins
8 2. 0 4
4
_ _,,.1.,...2 Bergeron
.c..;c.,::.-=----------------.....,.....,...o
3,6 1,3
1 1.0 1
1
52 Gooden
UNH TOTAL 10 469 1672
33 372 11.3 92
3. 5 13
44 UNH TOTAL
OPPONENTS 10 453 · 1606
15 74 · 4, 9 .].4
OPPONENTS
Yds
RECEIVING G No,
~ TD- Long .
15.3
71 KICK RETURNS !!£_ Yds ~ !!a_
4
597
O 'D_onnell 10 39
12 250 , 20.8 40
14.0
25 Wissman
0
308
1-0 22
Peach
7 136 19.4 29
15.9
39 Collins
3
396
10 25
Collins
14.1
324
2 38 19.0 rg ·
25 Kepner
3
10 23
Gorham
19.4
46 Garron
0
97
2 18 9.0 18
10
Nichols
4.3
26
11 Bergeron
0
1 16 16.0 16
10
Nocera
l 14 14.0 14
1 ~ - 6- - - -6.0
10 ____
6 Nichals ,
- - - - 1____
Kass _ _ _.;__
;,,..:;..::....::..
14,5
71 B.• Clark
11
l 10 10.0 10
UNH TOTAL 10 121 1754
13.3
9
63 Nocera
9
2 17 8.5
OP P ONENTS 10 125 16 58
9
17 6.3
3
Calkins
Yds
I
O'Donnell
Pct.
TD
PA SSING
1 1.0 l
1
~ Att Comp
- UNH TOTAL
10 244 121 11 1754 11 ~
32 517 16,2 40
Stevens
0
10
0 1
1
36 589 16.4 32
Kas s
_o_o OPPONENTS
_c.--=--~-------------=----~o_e,._o
UNH TOTAL 10 245 121 12 1754 11 • 494
OPPONENTS 10 272 125 16 1658
~ No Yds ~ ~
9 . 460 PUNTING
10 52 1960 37.754
Calkins
G TD X-Pt Conv fG Saf Pts Dahlheimer 3 2 75 38.5 44
SCORING
10 6 - 0 - --0- O
Ka s s
-0- 36 UNH TOTAL 105~ 2035 37. 7 48
0
0 'Donnell 10 4
24 OPl>ONENTS 1062 2371 38.3 63
0
0
·
2.
4-4a O
6 o 14 - 16 o
roster
0
10 4 0
Colli ns
24 SCORE BY QUARTERS
0
0
0
0
- 192
10
50
Nichols
18. .UNH 40 69 33
0
0
0
10
Gorham
40 - 181
42
18 OPP 24 75
0
0
12
0-1
0
0
0
10
Steven s
, 1-1
10 1 0
Nocer a
a 37 yards long
8
0
0
0
5 0 4- 6
b 30 yards
7
PClar k
1-lb 0
10 1
Pe ac h
c 44 yards
6
0
0
6
0
0
7 1 0
Wi ss man
6
o
o·
o
8 1 0
Quinn
1
0- 1 0
0
Ma c Don a ld 10 0 1- 2
UN H TOTAL 10 . 2 6 19- 2 4 1-2 5-6 0 192
181
OPPO NENT S 10 2 3 16-21 2-2 7-12c l

_U_N_H_R_e~c_o~r_d_:_7~--3_*_Ya_n_C_o-=-n_:.....,...2_-_3_0.,..P~P.__A-:::-t-:::-t~.
8250
13
2 8 American International
4527
8
* 10 at Boston University
4700
29
31 Towson State
11271
24
* 28 at Connecticut
6700
26
*16 at Maine
12 17500
13 Lehigh
·3840
17
24 at Northeastern
9624
14
*12 at Rhode Isl a nd
5300
18
21 at L·&'f ayette
20 10300
* 9 Massachusetts
-=-1-=-9-=-2--.-(-:-1-=-9-_-=-2..-)-------,.(-=-1-=-s-.-=-1..-).....,...l-:::-8-:-l--:::-8-:::-2-:::-0-:-1-:-2

'Cat
.Stats

1TN H's Paul Gorham (89) had 23 catches worth 324 yardsfor the 'Cats
this season. (Tim Lorette photo)

Yankee Conference Stats
RUSHING

( Yards per game)
G At t

Pl ayer
Dr ew, BU
Pearson, )!II
RodCj'ers., R1
Xarkus, CT

9
9
10
10

PUNTING
Ave

TD

LG

4 .0
5.0
4.1
5.0

13
6
4
5

38 126.4
4 6. 114.0
67 .4
40
54 .9
69

PASSl~G (Completions per game)
G Att Comp
Player
1 30
1 0 247
SWcitzer , CT
1 21
1 0 24<l
Steve n s, NH
69
1 0 1 72.
Grims.t'Ctt, R1
39
87
6
Arisun, BU
43
8 1 C8
McGrath , MA
50
ll 100
LaBonte, ME

I nt

Yds

1 5 1983
11 17 5 4
1 7 11 01
8 501
10 511
8 500

PASS RECEIVING (Catches per game)
Ave
G No Yds
Player
10 43 909 21.l
Hugger, CT
10 39 597 1 5 .3
O' Donnel l, NH
1 0 36 565 15 . 7
Miller, CT
1 0 26 440 1 6.9
Mut, R1
10 25 396 1 5-.9
Collins, NH
10 23 324 1 4 .l
Gorham , NH
1 0 23 413 17 . 9
Phinne:1 , BU

Pct.
.562
. 4 96
.403
.448
.398
, . 500

TD

LG

C/G

5

91
71
69
31
39
25
44

4.3
3.9
3.6
2.6
2.5
2.3
2.3

3
0

W L T

6
6
5
7
4
3

TD

On/G

14
11

1 3.0
1 2.l
6.9
6.5
5.3
4 .5

3
8

G

No

Ave

LG

10
10
11
9
10

52
30
53
53
64
42

37. 7
37 .o
36.9
36. 5
35.l
33.2

54
51
63
68
53
53

No

Yds

Ave

LG

TD

15
16
30
11
11

147
153
276
49
49

9.8
9.6
9.2
4 .5
4 .5

44
50
39
10
21

0
l
0
0
0

No

Yd s

Ave

LG

19
18
12
8
25
12

4 50
392
250
1 64
497
220

23.6
21. 8
20.8
20,5
19.9
18.3

43

TD
0
0
0
0
0
0

8

PUNT RETUPNS

Pl ayer
Olle llette, ME
Pe a ch , NH
· ·t arkus, CT
Fisher , RI
M:)ran, RI
KI CKOF:' RETURNS
P l aye r
Pearson , MA
Quellette , ~
Wissman , NH
Green , B U
Markus , CT
Whitfield, RI

37

40
23
36
24

LEADI,:G SCORERS

CX)N:"E?.ENCE STA:IDINGS
Rhode Is l and
:-1a.ssachusetts
Boston Un iversity
Ne·..: Hampshire
Connecticut
Maine

Player
Ca l kins , NH
Swei tz er, CT
Pende r gast, BU
LaBon te, ME
ta r nard, MA
Guerrie r o, RI

Yds/G

Yds

282 11 38
205 1026
163 67 4
llO 549

4 0
3 0
5 0
3 0
6 0
71

W L

Pt;

l
l
2
3
4
4

1 93
1 73
225
192
2 65
186

4
4
3
2
l
l

Opp
178
184
1 84
1 81
220
283

Pl ay'er
Drew , BU
car los , CT
Pearson, MA

Pt s
FG
EP
78
13
0
0
0 29-30 H-18 71
48
8

TD

10
9

P/G

8. 7
7.1
5.3

GA.'<ES THIS WEEK

Boston Unive r sity at Nort he a stern
Rhode I s l and at Fl orida A&M
*Nov . 2 7 De l awa r e a t Connect i c u t
(Fina l Yan kee Con fe r ence St atistics will be mai l ed
after this game )

Doig
Dubois
Bergeron
B. Clark
MacDonalll
Pinter
Clemente
Brady.
Souza
Elofson
Murphy _
Garron
Lacasse
Best ''
Gooden
Strachan
Mikolajczyk
She·r1ock
Cra_ig ·
Gra.va
Wi s sman
Pettine

UNH DE.FENS IVE STATISTICS
Pass
Furn
Assists Total Rec Brups
-11
195°
~
1
68
·o
40
28
0
3
56
30
26
4
3
51
33
18
47
13
0
18
29
0
38
1
. 17
21
37
1
l
22
15
0
35
2
24
11
0
35
1
17
18
0
0
31
15
16
0
0
8
22
14
.
.10
1
22
l
12
0
0
18
12
6
0
2
8
18
10
3
0
16
8
8
0
0
4
12
8
1
1
3
12
9
0
6
0
4
10
9
0
3
0
6
8
0
4
4
4
1
5
2
4
0
1
3
1

G Tackles
8_9_
__
10
10
10
10
10
81
8
10
10
10
5

9
10
8
5

7
8
10
7
4
7
5

Pass
for
Loss Int-Yards
--62-13
0
0
1-28
0
2-8
2
3-33
0
2
0
0
2
4
0
0
2
0
1
0
2
2-12
0
0
2
2
1-10
2-36
0
0
2-6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Guzzi 4G 2-1-3; Tiani 6G 2-1-3; foster 6G 1-1-2; Beecy 9G 0-1-1;
McGowan 7G 1-0-1,; ~eare lG 0-1-1; Dahlheimer 4G 0-3-3 ; . Ward 4G
o-o·-·o; Dennis 3G o-o·-o; P:cice 3G 1-0 - 1.

SPORTS SHORTS
Cross-country
The UNH women's cross-country team travels to Wichita for its
first trip to the NCAA Division 1 National _Championships on .
Monday.
Dean Kimbali of UN H will represent the UN H men on t.tie basis of
his mdivid ual showing, the women are gomg as a team c11 Ll;;1 ui\-11 " " '
_
at the Nov. 7 NCAA regional meet.
The UNH women are competing against 13 other teams from the
eight NCAA districts· across the nation. The 'Cats were 6-2 in dual
meets this season, led by Kathy Brandell.
Brandell was third in the Regional meet and had the Wildcats'best
time of the year with a clocking of 17:34. <;lose behind was Anne
Miller at 17:36.

Athletic Tickets
The UNH athletic ticket will not be valid for the men's basketball
exhibitidn game against St. Francis of Nova Scotia Saturday night
at 7:30 p.m. The tickets will be honored at the exhibition Tuesday
against Athletes in Action, also at 7:30.

Hockey League

UNH's Kathryn Johnson come up for air during last Friday's 200-meter IM. The 'Cats host Boston University
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. (Tim Skeer photo)

The Dover Arena is forming another men's hockey league for all
those players who missed entering the leag~es tha~ began early in
October. The new league, the .. C" league, will consist .of four teams
that will play games on Saturday nights at 10:00 pm and 11: 15 .P·!D·
The league is no-check, officiated games where scores and statistics
are ke pt.
the cost of the league will be $72 per player or $790 per team. If
interested, please register in person at the Dover Arena. The first
paymen t of $36 will be pue at that time or half of the team payment,
whichever applies. For additional information please contact
League Director, John Munson, 742-5463 .
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Sport-s
Icemen travel to Minnesota for the weekend
.

By Jim McDermott
Well hockey fans, here's a Jittle
meat to chew on while the home
team is on it's way out west to meet
the Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs ....
The Wildcats dropped from
sixth to eigth in the so-called
"National Poll" put out by Hockey
· Magazine, even though they
haven't lost a regular season game.
(The games in Montreal didn't
count because the periods were
only fifteen minutes each as
opposed to twenty minutes).
Clarkson is fourth with a 5-1-1
record. -The loss was to UNH.
Clarkson will be told not to count
the Montreal games by the ECAC
today.
No, the Minnesota team ranked
no. 3 in the same poll isn't the one
the Cats will face. UNH is playin{
the 4-5 Minnesota team from
Duluth.
Due to the shoulder injury
suffered by Sophomore Ken
Chisholm last weekend ( out until '.·
second semester), Junior Jay
Miller will be moving from left
defense to left wing on a line with
George White and Steve Lyons. ·
Miller started his career at UNH as
a forward, scoring seven goals and
12 assists his first year.
·
He was drafted as a forward in
the 4th round of the 1979 NHL
draft by the Quebec N ordiques.
Last year Miller played in just IO
games. He was injured in a 5-2 win
against Boston College when he hit
his leg on the goalpost after he
scored a goal.

'

travel with the team," said Lee.
"We've never travelled before to
play games so this trip will teach us
a lot. I really like this system of
hockey. I started out in high school
as a forward and moved to defense
so I liked to rush in with the puck,
but they didn't like that. Here you
can do that a lot because it is an
offensively-minded team."
The UNH power play will see a
·slight change this weekend. Coach
Holt jokingly said that _he was
looking into a way that the
Wildcats could decline penalties
called on opponents. The team is a
poor 2 for 18 on power play
chances. Last Friday night Holt
sent out the regular lines in
rotation on the power play with
little success, so Saturday night he
mixed them up. This weekend he
will go with the best players for the
given situation. Ross Yantzi and
Craig Steensen are the best power

--

UN H's Dan Potter (II), shown here pressuring Concordia goaltender Uan Burrows, will be skating in Duluth
Minnesota this .weekend. (Henri Barber photo)
.
_'
Coach Charlie Holt said of the Forward Ralph Robinson and
are thrilled to be traveling with the
move, "Jay's the best qualified defenseman Dave Lee. They
team.
player to fill in. He's got the caught coach Holt's eye with their
"This will be good experience
experience as a forward. I see no steady play against Concordia.
for us," said Robinson. 'Tm still
problem for him to adjust."
"They're both super kids," said
trying to adapt to the system. In
Along with the regul~r-playing Holt. "Dave Lee belongs in the
hig~ schoo~ ~verything was very
freshmen, Dwayne Robmson and rotation and Ralph is getting
basic. Here 1t 1s more complex and
Norm Lacombe, Holt will bring / better every day."
a lot faster."
two more freshmen on the trip,
Both (Ralph) Robinson and Lee
"It will be good experience to

play defensemen according to
Holt, but they didn't dress for last
Saturday's game. The same
strategy will apply to shorthanded
situations, the Bulldogs are 14 for
59 on power play tries.
The Bulldogs are a young team,
as are the Wildcats. UMD has only
three seniors on it's roster with 17
returning lettermen. UNH also has
three seniors and have l 5 returning
lettermen.
Against common opponents last
ye_a r, UMD was 4-3 and UNH was
2-3-1.

Friel leading UNH cagers into uphill climb
By Steve Damish
The voice of Gerry Friel echoing
through Lundholm Gymnasium
has returned.
"Hold it! Stop! The other way,
go the other way! Reverse it!
Reverse it!"
, Friel, . entering his thirteenth
year as· UNH's head basketball
coach, has been running intense
practice sessions, preparing his
team for the 1981-82 season. The.
Wildcats begin tomorrow night
with a home scrimmage against St.
Francis of Nova Scotia at 7:30.
UNH will have to play more
than intense basketball this year
with an eight-home and 18-away
game schedule containing the likes
of Alabama (the 'Cats first regular
season contest on November 27),

Louisville, Tulane, and Western
Kentucky to name a few.
"Everybody's talking about
Alabama, Louisville, Tulane, and
so on," said Friel. "We're realistic
enough to know that they11 be
difficult games for us. But our
goals in the league are to get in the
ECAC tournament, then to gain
the home court advantage."
The competitipn doesn't lessen
much down the line with
Connecticut ( the most experienced
front court in the East), Boston
College ranked third in the Big
East and Harvard dotting the
schedule.
UNH returns 12 lettermen to the
lineup from a 7-19 record,
including an 0-12 record on the
road. With the same group of guys _

t

UNH co-captain Randy Kinzly (12) will help lead the Wildcat squad

heading into a season with more
away games and stiffer
competition, the outcome should
be obvious. Or should it?
"I think the team is a lot more
together this year than last year,"
·said sophomore guard Al McClain
who. led the team in scoring last
year with 492 points. "I think
everybody is coming together."
"We already have our heads on
straight and know how we're going
to play. And we know that once we
get a le~d, we're going to keep it."
UNH had trouble maintaining
its lead throughout fast year. As a
result, the 'Cats lost nine games by .
a total of 20 points, including four ·
games by three points, one by two
points, and three by one point.
"Of the points we have to
improve in," said Friel, "number
one is toughness on ourselves as
human beings to really dig in on
the defensive side of the floor."
McClain and junior co-captain
Robin Dixon return at backcourt
for UNH, forming an exceptional
dual that together averaged 34.9
point a game last year. McClain,
ECAC North Rookie of the Year,
had 18 .9 points a game whiJe
Dixon scored 416 total points with
a 16 point average.
"They (competition) know the
ability of McClain and Dixon,"
said Friel. "They have got to be
prepared for some tough, physical
defense on them. It should be an
asset for our other people because
Al and Robin aren't afraid to give
the ball to someone else."
Senior Dana ·Chapman, who
missed last season, and co-captain
Randy Kinzly ( 145 ppg last year)
will be the other backcourt players.
Mike Keeler and Joe Rainis will
rotate at the center position to start
the season. Keeler scored 94 points
and grabbed 8 l rebounds a year
ago while Rainis had 57 points and
40 rebounds.
Friel is looking to improve
--l.JNH's rebounding department ,
and sees Keeler as being a key.
"We are hoping that Mike will

-
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.... along with fellow co-captain Robin Dixon (20) this year .(File
photos)
go back to where he was as a
Transfer Tony Stanfield, a 6-6
s~homore (leading rebounder
forward from Brevard Junior
with 185, 6. 1 ppg)," said Friel.
College in Florida , should
"That would add to our overall
HOOP, page 22
situation."

